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Foreword 

This Technical Specification has been produced by the 3
rd

 Generat ion Partnership Pro ject (3GPP). 

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 

TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re -released by the TSG with an 

identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as fo llows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit : 

1 presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; 

3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control. 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 

updates, etc. 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial on ly changes have been incorporated in the document.  
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0 Scope 

This Technical Specification specifies the network functions needed to provide the security related service and 

functions specified in GSM 02.09. 

This specification does not address the cryptological algorithms that are needed to provide different security related 

features. This topic is addressed in annex C. Wherever a cryptological algorithm or mechanis m is needed, this is 

signalled with a reference to annex C. The references refers only to functionalities, and some algorithms may be 

identical or use common hardware.  

0.1 References 

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 

document. 

 References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edit ion number, version number, etc.) o r 

non-specific. 

 For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

 For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies. 

[1] GSM 01.04: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Abbreviations and 

acronyms". 

[2] GSM 01.61: "Digital cellu lar te lecommunications system (Phase 2+); General Packet Radio 

Service (GPRS); GPRS ciphering algorithm requirements". 

[3] GSM 02.07: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobile Stat ion (MS) 

features". 

[4] GSM 02.09: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Security aspects". 

[5] GSM 02.17: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Subscriber Identity Modules 

(SIM) Functional characteristics". 

[6] GSM 02.56: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); GSM Cord less Telephone 

System (CTS) Phase 1; Serv ice Description; Stage 1".  

[7]  GSM 02.60: " Dig ital cellular telecommunicat ions system (Phase 2+);  General Packet Radio 

Service (GPRS); Serv ice description; Stage 1".  

[8] GSM 03.03: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Numbering, addressing and 

identification". 

9 GSM 03.56: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); GSM Cord less Telephone 

System (CTS), Phase 1; CTS Architecture Description; Stage 2". 

[10] GSM 03.60: " Dig ital cellular telecommunicat ions system (Phase 2+);  General Packet Radio 

Service (GPRS); Serv ice description; Stage 2".  

[11] GSM 04.08: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobile radio interface 

layer 3 specification". 

[12] GSM 04.64: " Dig ital cellular telecommunicat ions system (Phase 2+), General Packet Radio 

Service (GPRS); Logical Link Control (LLC)".  

[13] GSM 05.01: "Digital cellu lar telecommunication system (Phase 2+); Physical layer on the radio 

path; General description". 

[14] GSM 05.02: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mult iplexing and multiple 

access on the radio path". 
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[15] GSM 05.03: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Channel coding". 

[16] GSM 09.02: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Mobile Applicat ion Part 

(MAP) specification". 

17 GSM 11.11: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Specification of the 

Subscriber Identity Module- Mobile Equipment (SIM-ME) interface". 

0.2 Abbreviations 

Abbreviations used in this specification are listed in GSM 01.04. 

Specific abbreviations used in annex A are listed in clause A.3.  

Specific CTS related abbreviations used in annex E are listed in clause E.1.3.  

1 General 

The different security related services and functions that are listed in GSM  02.09 are grouped as follows: 

- Subscriber identity confidentiality; 

- Subscriber identity authentication; 

- Signalling informat ion element and connectionless user data confidentiality and data confidentiality fo r physical 

connections (ciphering). 

It shall be possible to introduce new authentication and ciphering algorithms during the systems lifetime. The fixed 

network may support more than one authentication and ciphering algorithm.  

The security procedures include mechanis ms to enable recovery in event of signalling failures. These recovery 

procedures are designed to minimize the risk of a breach in the security of the system.  

General on figures in this specificat ion: 

- In the figures below, signalling exchanges are referred to by functional names. The exact messages and message 

types are specified in GSM  04.08 and GSM 09.02. 

- No assumptions are made for function splitting between MSC (Mobile Switching Centre), VLR (Visitor 

Location Register) and BSS (Base Station System). Signalling is described directly between MS and the local 

network (i.e. BSS, MSC and VLR denoted in the figures by BSS/MSC/VLR). The splitting in annex A is given 

only for illustrative purposes. 

- Addressing fields are not given; all information relates to the signalling layer. The TMSI allows addressing 

schemes without IMSI, but the actual implementation is specified in the GSM 04-series. 

- The term HPLMN in the figures below is used as a general term which should be understood as HLR (Home 

Location Register) or AuC (Authentication Centre).  

- What is put in a box is not part of the described procedure but it is relevant to the understanding of the figure.  

2 Subscriber identity confidentiality 

2.1 Generality 

The purpose of this function is to avoid the possibility fo r an intruder to identify which subscriber is using a given 

resource on the radio path (e.g. TCH (Traffic Channel) or signalling resources) by listening to the signalling exchanges 

on the radio path. This allows both a high level of confidentiality for user data and signalling and protection against the 

tracing of a user's location. 
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The provision of this function implies that the IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity), or any information 

allowing a listener to derive the IMSI easily, should not normally be transmitted in clear text  in any signalling message 

on the radio path. 

Consequently, to obtain the required level of protection, it is necessary that: 

- a protected identifying method is normally used instead of the IMSI on the radio path; and 

- the IMSI is not normally used as addressing means on the radio path (see GSM  02.09);  

- when the signalling procedures permit it, signalling information elements that convey informat ion about the 

mobile subscriber identity must be ciphered for transmission on the radio path. 

The identifying method is specified in the following subclause. The ciphering of communication over the radio path is 

specified in clause 4. 

2.2 Identifying method 

The means used to identify a mobile subscriber on the radio path consists of a TMSI (Temporary Mobile Subscriber 

Identity). This TMSI is a local number, having a meaning only in a g iven location area; the TMSI must be accompanied 

by the LAI (Location Area Identification) to avoid ambiguit ies. The maximum length and guidance fo r defin ing the 

format of a TMSI are specified in GSM 03.03. 

The network (e.g. a VLR) manages suitable data bases to keep the relation between TMSIs and IMSIs. When a TMSI is 

received with an LAI that does not correspond to the current VLR, the IMSI of the MS must be requested from the VLR 

in charge of the indicated location area if its address is known; otherwise the IMSI is requested from the MS.  

A new TMSI must be allocated at least in each location updating procedure. The allocation of a new TMSI corresp onds 

implicitly for the MS to the de-allocation of the previous one. In the fixed part of the network, the cancellation of the 

record for an MS in a VLR implies the de-allocation of the corresponding TMSI.  

To cope with some malfunctioning, e.g. arising fro m a software failure, the fixed part of the network can require the 

identification of the MS in clear. This procedure is a breach in the provision of the service, and should be used only 

when necessary. 

When a new TMSI is allocated to an MS, it is transmitted to the MS in  a ciphered mode. Th is ciphered mode is the 

same as defined in clause 4. 

The MS must store its current TMSI in a non volatile memory, together with the LAI, so that these data are not lost 

when the MS is switched off.  

2.3 Procedures 

This subclause presents the procedures, or elements of procedures, pertaining to the management of TMSIs. 

2.3.1 Location updating in the same MSC area 

This procedure is part of the location updating procedure which takes place when the original location area and the new 

location area depend on the same MSC. The part of this procedure relative to TMSI management is reduced to a TMSI 

re-allocation (from TMSIo with "o" for "old" to TMSIn with "n" for "new").  

The MS sends TMSIo as an identifying field at the beginning of the location updating procedure. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1: Location updating in the same MSC area 

Signalling Functionalities: 

Management of means for new ciphering: 

 The MS and BSS/MSC/VLR agree on means for ciphering signalling information elements, in particular to 

transmit TMSIn. 

2.3.2 Location updating in a new MSCs area, within the same VLR area 

This procedure is part of the location updating procedure which takes place when the original location area and the new 

location area depend on different MSCs, but on the same VLR.  

The procedure is schematized on figure 2.2.  

 



 































 







 







 

NOTE: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure 2.2: Location updating in a new MSCs area, within the same VLR area 
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Signalling functionalities: 

Loc.Updating: 

 stands for Location Updating 

 The BSS/MSC/VLR indicates that the location of the MS must be updated. 

2.3.3 Location updating in a new VLR; old VLR reachable 

This procedure is part of the normal location updating procedure, using TMSI and LAI, when the orig inal location area 

and the new location area depend on different VLRs.  

The MS is still registered in VLRo ("o" for old or orig inal) and requests registration in VLRn ("n"  for new). LAI and 

TMSIo are sent by MS as identifying fields during the location updating procedure. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 2.3.  

 



 





 





























 







 













 

NOTE: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure 2.3: Location updating in a new VLR; old VLR reachable 

Signalling functionalities: 

Sec.Rel.Info.: 

 Stands for Security Related information  

 The MSC/VLRn needs some information for authentication and ciphering; this information is obtained from 

MSC/VLRo. 

Cancellation: 

 The HLR indicates to VLRo that the MS is now under control of another VLR. The "old" TMSI is free for 

allocation. 
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2.3.4 Location Updating in a new VLR; old VLR not reachable 

This variant of the procedure in subclause 2.3.3 arises when the VLR receiving the LAI and TMSIo cannot identify the 

VLRo. In that case the relation between TMSIo and IMSI is lost, and the identificat ion of the MS in clear is necessary. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 2.4 

 



 

























 





 















 





 













 

NOTE: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure 2.4: Location Updating in a new VLR; old VLR not reachable 

2.3.5 Reallocation of a new TMSI 

This function can be initiated by the network whenever a radio connection exists. The procedure can b e included in 

other procedures, e.g. through the means of optional parameters. The execution of this function is left to the network 

operator. 

When a new TMSI is allocated to an MS the network must prevent the old TMSI from being allocated again until the 

MS has acknowledged the allocation of the new TMSI.  

If an IMSI record is deleted in the VLR by O&M act ion, the network must prevent any TMSI associated with the 

deleted IMSI record from being allocated again until a  new TMSI is successfully allocated to th at IMSI. 

If an IMSI record is deleted in the HLR by O&M act ion, it is not possible to prevent any TMSI associated with the 

IMSI record from being allocated again. However, if the MS whose IMSI record was deleted should attempt to access 

the network using the TMSI after the TMSI has been allocated to a different IMSI, then authentication or ciphering of 

the MS whose IMSI was deleted will almost certainly fail, which will cause the TMSI to be deleted from the MS.  

The case where allocation of a new TMSI is unsuccessful is described in subclause 2.3.8.  

This procedure is schematized in figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5: Reallocation of a new TMSI 

2.3.6 Local TMSI unknown 

This procedure is a variant of the procedure described in subclauses 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and happens when a data loss has 

occurred in a VLR and when a MS uses an unknown TMSI, e.g. fo r a communication request or for a location updating 

request in a location area managed by the same VLR.  

This procedure is schematized in figure 2.6.  

 



 





 









 





 



 





 









 





 

 

NOTE: Any message in which TMSIo is used as an identifying means in a location area managed by the same 

VLR. 

Figure 2.6: Location updating in the same MSC area; local TMSI unknown 
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2.3.7 Location updating in a new VLR in case of a loss of information 

This variant of the procedure described in 2.3.3 arises when the VLR in charge of the MS has suffered a loss of data. In 

that case the relation between TMSIo and IMSI is lost, and the identification of the MS in clear is necessary. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 2.7. 

 



 





 

















 





 













 





 













 

NOTE: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure 2.7: Location updating in a new VLR in case of a loss of information  

2.3.8 Unsuccessful TMSI allocation 

If the MS does not acknowledge the allocation of a new TMSI, the network shall maintain the association between the 

old TMSI and the IMSI and between the new TMSI and the IMSI.  

For an MS-orig inated transaction, the network shall allow the MS to identify itself by either the old TMSI or the new 

TMSI. This will allow the network to determine the TMSI stored in the MS; the association between the other TMSI 

and the IMSI shall then be deleted, to allow the unused TMSI to be allocated to another MS. 

For a network-originated transaction, the network shall identify the MS by its IMSI. When radio contact has been 

established, the network shall instruct the MS to delete any stored TMSI. When the MS has acknowledged this 

instruction, the network shall delete the association between the IMSI of the MS and any TMSI; this will allow the 

released TMSIs to be allocated to another MS. 

In either of the cases above, the network may init iate the normal TMSI reallocation procedure.  

Repeated failure of TMSI reallocation (passing a limit set by the operator) may be reported for O&M act ion. 
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2.3.9 Combined location area updating with the routing area updating 

This subclause is only applicable if GPRS is supported.  

This procedure is part of the location updating of a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) class A or B mobile when the 

Gs-interface (SGSN MSC/VLR signalling interface) is implemented. This procedure is not relevant if the Gs -interface 

is not implemented.  

The location area updating procedure and the routing area updating procedure are combined to one MS Serv ing GPRS 

Support Node (SGSN) procedure. The MS includes a Location Area Update (LAU) indication in the Routing Area 

Update Request message. The SGSN performs the location updating towards the VLR on behalf of the MS.  

The procedure described in figure 2.8 shows only the interaction between the SGSN and the VLR. The full procedure 

including the update to other network element (e.g. HLR, old MSC/VLR) is described in GSM  03.60 . 

MS  BSS  SGSN     VLR   
                    
  RAI, TLLI, LAU indication             
  -------------------------------------->            
  (note 1)             
    Security 

functions 
       

                    
           IMSI,LAI (note 2)    
          -------------------------------------->    
                    
              Allocation 

of TMSIn 
                    
          TMSIn (note 3)    
          < -------------------------------------     
                    
  Cipher(TMSIn) (note 4)             
 <--------------------------------------             
                    
  Acknowledge (note 5)   Acknowledge (note 6)    
  -------------------------------------->  -------------------------------------->    
              Deallocation 

of TMSIo 
                    

 

NOTE 1: The Routeing Area Update Request message including the old Routing Area Identifier (RAI), the 

Temporary Logical Link Identifier (TLLI), and an indication that a combined Location Area Update 

(LAU) is performed. 

NOTE 2: Location Updating message. 

NOTE 3: Location Updating Accept message including the new TMSI.  

NOTE 4: Routing Area Update Accept message including the new TMSI and the new TLLI (if any).  

NOTE 5: Routing Area Update Complete message including the TLLI and TMSI.  

NOTE 6: TMSI Reallocation Complete message including the TMSI. 

Figure 2.8: Combined routing area and location updating in the same VLR 

When the VLR does not change the TMSI, the old TMSI will stay in use and there is no need to send any TMSI to the 

MS.  

In case of combined routing area update and inter-VLR location area updating procedure, the old TMSI will be 

cancelled and the HLR is updated as described in GSM  03.60. 

If the Location Updating message indicates a reject (if fo r example the MS try to enter a forb idden location area), then 

this should be indicated to the MS and the MS shall not access non-GPRS service until a successful Location Update is 

performed. 
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For the combined location and routing area update and the combined GPRS Attach and IMSI Attach for GPRS class A 

and B mobiles, the authentication is performed by the SGSN. The authentication procedure for GPRS is described in 

annex D. The MSC/VLR relies on the SGSN authentication. This authentication procedure generates no ciphering key 

for circuit switched ciphering. 

The ciphering key for circu it switched operation is allocated through an authentication by MSC/VLR when the circuit 

switched service is requested. Also, the MSC/VLR may use the old ciphering key if existing.  

3 Subscriber identity authentication 

3.1 Generality 

The definit ion and operational requirements of subscriber identity authentication are given in GSM  02.09. 

The authentication procedure will also be used to set the ciphering key (see clause 4). Therefore, it is performed after 

the subscriber identity (TMSI/IMSI) is known by the network and before the channel is encrypted. 

Two network functions are necessary: the authentication procedure itself, and the key management inside the fixed 

subsystem. 

3.2 The authentication procedure 

The authentication procedure consists of the following exchange between the fixed subsystem and the MS. 

- The fixed subsystem transmits a non-predictable number RAND to the MS. 

- The MS computes the signature of RAND, say SRES, using algorithm A3 and some secret informat ion: the 

Individual Subscriber Authentication Key, denoted below by Ki.  

- The MS transmits the signature SRES to the fixed subsystem.  

- The fixed subsystem tests SRES for validity.  

The general procedure is schematized in figure 3.1.  

 



 





























 







 

NOTE: IMSI is used to retrieve Ki in the network. 

Figure 3.1: The authentication procedure 

Authentication algorithm A3 is specified in annex C.  
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3.3 Subscriber Authentication Key management 

The Subscriber Authentication Key Ki is allocated, together with the IMSI, at subscription time. 

Ki is stored on the network side in the Home Public Land Mobile Network (HPLMN), in an Authentication Centre 

(AuC). A PLMN may contain one or more AuC. An AuC can be physically integrated with other functions, e.g. in a 

Home Location Register (HLR).  

3.3.1 General authentication procedure 

When needed for each MS, the BSS/MSC/VLR requests security related informat ion from the HLR/AuC corresponding 

to the MS. This includes an array of pairs of corresponding RAND and SRES. These pairs are obtained by applying 

Algorithm A3 to each RAND and the key Ki as shown in figure 3.1. The pairs are stored in the VLR as part of the 

security related informat ion. 

The procedure used for updating the vectors RAND/SRES is schematized in figure 3.2.  

NOTE: The Authentication Vector Response contains also Kc(1..n) which is not shown in this and the following 

figures. For discussion of Kc see clause 4.  











 





















 

 











 

Figure 3.2: Procedure for updating the vectors RAND/SRES  
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When an MSC/VLR performs an authentication, including the case of a location updating within the same VLR area, it 

chooses a RAND value in the array corresponding to the MS. It then tests the answer from the MS by comparing it with 

the corresponding SRES, as schematized in figure 3.3.  

 



 





 























 













 

Figure 3.3: General authentication procedure  

3.3.2 Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI 

During location updating in a new VLR (VLRn), the procedure to get pairs for subsequent authentication may differ 

from that described in the previous subclause. In the case when identificat ion is done using TMSI, pairs for 

authentication as part of security related informat ion are given by the old VLR (VLRo). The old VLR shall send to the 

new VLR only those pairs which have not been used. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 3.4.  

 



 





 









































 

Figure 3.4: Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI  
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3.3.3 Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using IMSI 

When the IMSI is used for identification, or more generally when the old VLR is not reachable, the procedure described 

in subclause 3.3.2 cannot be used. Instead, pairs of RAND/SRES contained in the security related informat ion are 

requested directly from the HPLMN. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 3.5.  

 



 



 



































 

Figure 3.5: Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using IMSI  
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3.3.4 Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI, TMSI 
unknown in "old" VLR 

This case is an abnormal one, when a data loss has occurred in the "o ld" VLR. 

The procedure is schematized in figure 3.6.  

 



 





 





















































 

Figure 3.6: Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI,  

TMSI unknown in "old" VLR 
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3.3.5 Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI, old 
VLR not reachable 

The case occurs when an old VLR cannot be reached by the new VLR.  

The procedure is schematized in figure 3.7 

 



 

































































 

Figure 3.7: Authentication at location updating in a new VLR, using TMSI, old VLR not reachable  

3.3.6 Authentication with IMSI if authentication with TMSI fails 

If authentication of an MS which identifies itself with a TMSI is unsuccessful, the network requests the IMSI from the 

MS, and repeats the authentication using the IMSI. Optionally, if authentication using the TMSI fails the network may 

reject the access request or location registration request which triggered the authentication. 

3.3.7 Re-use of security related information in failure situations 

Security related information consisting of sets of RAND, SRES and Kc  is stored in the VLR and in the HLR. 

When a VLR has used a set of security related information to authenticate an MS, it shall delete the set of security 

related information or mark it as used. When a VLR needs to use security related information, it shall use a set which is 

not marked as used in preference to a set which is marked as used; if there are no sets which are not marked as used 

then the VLR shall request fresh security related information from the HLR. If a  set of fresh security related informa tion 

cannot be obtained in this case because of a system failure, the VLR may re -use a set which is marked as used.  

“System failure” in this context  means that the VLR was unable to establish contact with the HLR, or the HLR returned 

a positive acknowledgement containing no sets of security related information, or the HLR returned an error indicating 

that there was a system failure or that the request was badly formatted.  

If the HLR responds to a request for security related information with an indication that the subscriber is unknown or 

barred in the HLR, the VLR shall not re-use security informat ion which has been marked as used. 
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It is an operator option to define how many times a set of security related in formation may be re -used in the VLR; when 

a set of security related informat ion has been re-used as many times as is permitted by the operator, it shall be deleted.  

If a VLR successfully requests security related informat ion from the HLR, it shall discard any security related 

informat ion which is marked as used in the VLR. 

If a VLR receives from another VLR a request for security related information, it shall send only the sets which are not 

marked as used. 

If an HLR receives a request for security related information, it shall send any sets which are no t marked as used; those 

sets shall then be deleted or marked as used. If there are no sets which are not marked as used, the HLR may as an 

operator option send sets which are marked as used. It is an operator option to define how many times a set of security 

related information may be re-sent by the HLR; when a set of security related informat ion has been sent as many times 

as is permitted by the operator, it shall be deleted.  

4 Confidentiality of signalling information elements, 
connectionless data and user information elements 
on physical connections 

4.1 Generality 

In GSM 02.09, some signalling information elements are considered sensitive and must be protected. 

To ensure identity confidentiality (see clause 2), the Temporary Subscriber Identity must be transferred in a p rotected 

mode at allocation time and at other times when the signalling procedures permit it.  

The confidentiality of connection less user data requires at least the protection of the message part pertaining to OSI 

layers 4 and above. 

The user information confidentiality of user informat ion on physical connections concerns the information transmitted 

on a traffic channel on the MS-BSS interface (e.g. for speech). It is not an end-to-end confidentiality service. 

These needs for a protected mode of transmission are fu lfilled with the same mechanism where the confidentiality 

function is a OSI layer 1 function. The scheme described below assumes that the main part of the signalling informat ion 

elements is transmitted on DCCH (Dedicated Control Channel), and that the CCCH (Common Control Channel) is only 

used for the allocation of a DCCH. 

Four points have to be specified: 

- the ciphering method; 

- the key setting; 

- the starting of the enciphering and deciphering processes; 

- the synchronization. 
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4.2 The ciphering method 

The layer 1 data flow (transmitted on DCCH or TCH) is ciphered by a bit per b it or stream cipher, i.e. the data flow on 

the radio path is obtained by the bit per bit binary addition of the user data flow and a ciphering bit stream, g enerated by 

algorithm A5 using a key determined as specified in subclause 4.3. The key is denoted below by Kc, and is called 

"Ciphering Key". 

For multislot configurations (e.g. HSCSD) different ciphering bit streams are used on the different timeslots. On 

timeslot "n" a ciphering bit stream, generated by algorithm A5, using a key Kcn is used. Kcn is derived from Kc as 

follows: 

 Let BN denote a binary encoding onto 64 b its of the timeslot number "n" (range 0-7). Bit " i" of Kcn, Kcn(i), is 

then calculated as Kc(i) xor (BN<<32(i)) (" xor" indicates: "bit per bit binary addit ion" and "<<32" indicates: "32 

bit circu lar shift"), the number convention being such that the lsb of Kc is xored with the lsb of the shifted BN.  

Deciphering is performed by exactly the same method. 

Algorithm A5 is specified in annex C. 

4.3 Key setting 

Mutual key setting is the procedure that allows the mobile station and the network to agree on the key Kc to use in the 

ciphering and deciphering algorithms A5.  

A key setting is triggered by the authentication procedure. Key setting may be init iated by the network as often as the 

network operator wishes. 

Key setting must occur on a DCCH not yet encrypted and as soon as the identity of the mobile subscriber (i.e. TMSI or 

IMSI) is known by the network. 

The transmission of Kc to the MS is indirect and uses the authentication RAND value; Kc is derived from RAND by 

using algorithm A8 and the Subscriber Authentication key Ki, as defined in annex C. 

As a consequence, the procedures for the management of Kc are the authentication procedures described in subclause 

3.3. 

The values Kc are computed together with the SRES values. The security related informat ion (see subclause 3.3.1) 

consists of RAND, SRES and Kc. 

The key Kc is stored by the mobile station until it is updated at the next authentication. 

Key setting is schematized in figure 4.1.  

 



 





 





 





















 

Figure 4.1: Key setting 
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4.4 Ciphering key sequence number 

The ciphering key sequence number is a number which is associated with the ciphering key Kc and they are stored 

together in the mobile station and in the network.  

However since it is not directly involved in any security mechanism, it is not addressed in this specification but in 

GSM 04.08 instead. 

4.5 Starting of the ciphering and deciphering processes 

The MS and the BSS must co-ordinate the instants at which the enciphering and deciphering processes start on DCCH 

and TCH. 

On DCCH, this procedure takes place under the control of the network some time after the completion of the 

authentication procedure (if any), or after the key Kc has been made available at the BSS.  

No information elements for which protection is needed must be sent before the ciphering and deciphering processes are 

operating. 

The transition from clear text  mode to ciphered mode proceeds as follows: deciphering starts in the BSS, which sends in 

clear text  to the MS a specific message, here called "Start cipher". Both the enciphering and deciphering start on the MS 

side after the message "Start cipher" has been correctly received by the MS. Finally, enciphering on the BSS side starts 

as soon as a frame or a message from the MS has been correctly deciphered at the BSS.  

The starting of enciphering and deciphering processes is schematized in figure 4.2.  

 



 









 















 





 

Figure 4.2: Starting of the enciphering and deciphering processes 

When a TCH is allocated for user data transmission, the key used is the one set during the preceding DCCH session 

(Call Set-up). The enciphering and deciphering processes start immediately.  

4.6 Synchronization 

The enciphering stream at one end and the deciphering stream at the other end must be synchronized, for the 

enciphering bit stream and the deciphering bit streams to coincide. The underly ing Synchronizat ion scheme is described 

in annex C. 

4.7 Handover 

When a handover occurs, the necessary information (e.g. key Kc, initialization data) is transmitted within the system 

infrastructure to enable the communication to proceed from the old BSS to the new one, and the Synchronization 

procedure is resumed. The key Kc remains unchanged at handover. 
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4.8 Negotiation of A5 algorithm 

Not more then seven versions of the A5 algorithm will be defined. 

When an MS wishes to establish a connection with the network, the MS shall indicate to the network which of the s even 

versions of the A5 algorithm it supports. The network shall not provide service to an MS which ind icates that it does not 

support the ciphering algorithm(s) required by GSM  02.07. 

The network shall compare its ciphering capabilities and preferences, and any special requirements of the subscription 

of the MS, with those indicated by the MS and act according to the following rules:  

1) If the MS and the network have no versions of the A5 algorithm in common and the network is not prepared to 

use an unciphered connection, then the connection shall be released. 

2) If the MS and the network have at least one version of the A5 algorithm in common, then the network shall 

select one of the mutually acceptable versions of the A5 algorithm for use on that connection. 

3) If the MS and the network have no versions of the A5 algorithm in common and the network is willing to use an 

unciphered connection, then an unciphered connection shall be used. 
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5 Synthetic summary 

Figure 5.1 shows in a synopsis a normal location updating procedure with all elements pertaining to security functions, 

i.e. to TMSI management, authentication and Kc management. 

 



 





 





















































































 

Figure 5.1: Normal location updating procedure  
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Annex A (informative): 
Security issues related to signalling schemes and key 
management 

A.1 Introduction 

The diagrams in this annex indicate the security items related to signalling functions and to some of the key 

management functions. The purpose of the diagrams is to give a general overview of signalling, both  on the radio path 

and in the fixed network. The d iagrams indicate how and where keys are generated, distributed, stored and used. The 

security functions are split between VLR and BSS/MSC.  

A.2 Short description of the schemes 

Scheme 1: Location registration 

- no TMSI available. 

 The situation occurs where an MS requests registration and for some reason e.g. TMSI is lost or this is the first 

registration, there is no TMSI availab le. In this case the IMSI is used for identificat ion. The IMSI is sent in clear 

text v ia the radio path as part of the location updating. 

Scheme 2: Location updating 

- MS registered in VLR;  

- TMSI is still available. 

 The mobile station stays within the area controlled by the VLR. The mobile station is already registered in this 

VLR. A ll in formation belonging to the mobile station is stored in the VLR, so no connection with the HLR is 

necessary. Identification is done by the CKSN, LAI and TMSI. For authentication a new set of RAND, SRES 

and Kc is already availab le in the VLR. 

Scheme 3: Location updating 

- MS not yet registered in VLR;  

- TMSI is still available. 

 The MS has roamed to an area controlled by another VLR. The LAI is used to address the "old" VLR. The TMSI 

is used for identificat ion. The "old" VLR informs the "new" VLR about this MS. The security related 

informat ion is sent by the "old" VLR to the "new" VLR.  

Scheme 4: Location updating 

- MS not yet registered in VLR and no old LAI.  

 The VLR cannot identify the VLR where the MS was last registered. Identification is therefore d one by using the 

IMSI. The VLR cannot request authentication information from the previous VLR (LAI not availab le), so the 

HLR has to send the authentication informat ion to the VLR.  
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Scheme 5: Call set-up 

- mobile orig inated; 

- early assignment. 

 The users of the registered MS wants to set-up a call. Identification is done by using the TMSI. All signalling 

informat ion elements in all messages on the radio path are encrypted with ciphering key Kc. The PLMN is 

setting up calls with "early assignment". 

Scheme 6: Call set-up 

- mobile orig inated; 

- off air call set-up. 

 As in scheme 5 the user of the registered MS wants to set-up a call. Identification is done by using the TMSI. All 

signalling informat ion elements in all messages on the radio path are encrypted with ciphering key Kc after the 

cipher mode command message. The PLMN is setting up calls with "off air call set -up" 

Scheme 7: Call set-up 

- mobile terminated; 

- early assignment. 

 A paging request is sent to the registered MS, addressed by the TMSI. All signalling information elements in all 

messages on the radio path are encrypted with ciphering key Kc after the cipher mode command message. The 

PLMN is setting up calls with "early assignment". 

A.3 List of abbreviations 

In addition to the abbreviations listed in GSM 01.04, the following abbreviations are used in the schemes:  

A3 authentication algorithm 

A5 signalling data and user data encryption algorithm 

A8 ciphering key generating algorithm 

BSS Base Station System 

HLR Home Location Register 

IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity 

Kc ciphering key  

Kc[M] message encrypted with ciphering key Kc  

Kc[TMSI] TMSI encrypted with ciphering key Kc  

Ki individual subscriber authentication key 

LAI Location Area Identity 

MS Mobile Station  

MSC Mobile services Switching Centre 

R Random number (RAND) 

S Signed response (SRES) 

TMSI o/n Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity old/new 

VLR o/n Visitor Location Register old/new 
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Scheme 1  Location registration 

  - no TMS I available  
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Scheme 1 (concluded) 
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Scheme 2  Location updating  

  - MS registered in VLR 

  - TMS I is still available  
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Scheme 2 (concluded) 
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Scheme 3  Location updating  

  - MS not yet registered in VLR 

  - TMS I is still available  
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Scheme 3 (concluded) 
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Scheme 4  Location updating  

  - MS not yet registered in VLR; no old LAI 
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Scheme 5  Call set-up 

  - Mobile originated 

  - early assignment 
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Scheme 5 (concluded) 
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Scheme 6  Call set-up 

  - Mobile originated 

  - Off air call set-up 
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Scheme 6 (concluded) 
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Scheme 7  Call set-up 

  - Mobile terminated 

  - Early assignment 
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Scheme 7 (concluded) 
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Annex B (informative): 
Security information to be stored in the entities of the GSM 
system 

B.1 Introduction 

This annex g ives an overview of the security related informat ion and the places where this information is  stored in the 

GSM network. 

The entities of the GSM network where security information is stored are: 

- home location register; 

- visitor location register; 

- mobile services switching centre; 

- base station system; 

- mobile station; 

- authentication centre. 

B.2 Entities and security information 

B.2.1 Home Location Register (HLR) 

If required, sets of Kc, RAND and SRES coupled to each IMSI are stored in the HLR.  

B.2.2 Visitor Location Register (VLR) 

Sets of Kc, RAND and SRES coupled to each IMSI are stored in the VLR. In addit ion the CKSN, LAI and TMSI are 

stored together with the presumed valid Kc.  

After a new TMSI is generated, both the old and the new TMSI are stored. When the old TMSI is no longer valid, it is 

removed from the database. 

B.2.3 Mobile services Switching Centre (MSC)/Base Station 

System (BSS) 

Encryption algorithm A5 is stored in the MSC/BSS.  

Call related informat ion stored in the MSC includes the ciphering key Kc and CKSN associated with the identity of the 

mobile engaged in this call.  

After a new TMSI is generated, both the old and the new TMSI are stored. When the old TMSI is no longer valid, it is 

removed from the database. 
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B.2.4 Mobile Station (MS) 

The mobile station stores permanently: 

- authentication algorithm A3;  

- encryption algorithm A5;  

- ciphering key generating algorithm A8;  

- individual subscriber authentication key Ki;  

- ciphering key Kc;  

- ciphering key sequence number; 

- TMSI. 

The mobile station generates and stores: 

- ciphering key Kc. 

The mobile station receives and stores: 

- ciphering key sequence number; 

- TMSI;  

- LAI. 

B.2.5 Authentication Centre (AuC) 

In the authentication centre are implemented: 

- authentication algorithm(s) A3;  

- ciphering key generating algorithm(s) A8.  

The secret individual authentication keys Ki of each subscriber are stored in an authentication centre. 
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Annex C (normative): 
External specifications of security related algorithms 

C.0 Scope 

This annex specifies the cryptological algorithms which are needed to provide the various security features and 

mechanis ms defined in, respectively, GSM 02.09 and GSM 03.20. 

The following three algorithms are considered in GSM 03.20: 

- Algorithm A3: Authentication algorithm; 

- Algorithm A5: Ciphering/deciphering algorithm;  

- Algorithm A8: Ciphering key generator. 

Algorithm A5 must be common to all GSM PLMNs and all mobile stations (in particu lar, to allow roaming). The 

external specifications of Algorithm A5 are defined in subclause C.1.3. The internal specifications of Algorithm A5 are 

managed under the responsibility of GSM/MoU; they will be made available in response to an appropriate request. 

Algorithms A3 and A8 are at each PLMN operator discretion. Only the formats of their inputs and outputs must be 

specified. It is also desirable that the processing times of these algorithms remain below a maximum value. Proposals 

for Algorithm A3 and A8 are managed by GSM/MoU and available, fo r those PLMN operators who wish to use them, 

in response to an appropriate request. 

C.1 Specifications for Algorithm A5 

C.1.1 Purpose 

As defined in GSM 03.20, Algorithm A5 realizes the protection of both user data and signalling informat ion elements at 

the physical layer on the dedicated channels (TCH or DCCH).  

Synchronization of both the enciphering and deciphering (especially at hand -over) must be guarantied. 

C.1.2 Implementation indications 

Algorithm A5 is implemented into both the MS and the BSS. On the BSS side description below assumes that one 

algorithm A5 is implemented for each physical channel (TCH or DCCH).  

The ciphering takes place before modulat ion and after interleaving (see GSM 05.01); the deciphering takes place after 

demodulation symmetrically. Both enciphering and deciphering need Algorithm A5 and start at different times (see 

clause 4). 

As an indication, recall that, due to the TDMA techniques used in the system, the useful data (also called the plain text 

in the sequel) are organized into blocks of 114 bits. Then, each block is incorporated into a normal burst (see 

GSM 05.02) and transmitted during a time slot. According to GSM 05.03, the useful informat ion bits into a block are 

numbered e0 to e56 and e59 to e115 (the flag b its e57 and e58 are ignored). Successive slots for a given physical 

channel are separated at least by a frame duration, approximately 4.615 ms (see GSM 05.01). 

In the case of EDGE (Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution) the useful data are organized into longer blocks than 114 

bits. According to GSM  05.03 the useful information in a block is included in 116 symbols which are numbered E(0) to 

E(115). Each symbol contains 3 bits, hence a block contains 348 useful information bits. See C.1.5 for changes in the   

usage of the algorithm A5 for EDGE. 
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For ciphering, Algorithm A5 produces, each 4.615 ms, a sequence of 114 encipher/decipher bits (here called BLOCK) 

which is combined by a bit-wise modulo 2 addit ion with the 114-bit plain text b lock. The first encipher/decipher bit 

produced by A5 is added to e0, the second to e1 and so on. As an indication, the resulting 114-b it block is then applied 

to the burst builder (see GSM 05.01). 

For each slot, deciphering is performed on the MS side with the first block (BLOCK1) of 114 bits produced by A5, and 

enciphering is performed with the second block (BLOCK2). As a consequence, on the network side BLOCK1 is used 

for enciphering and BLOCK2 for deciphering. Therefore A lgorithm A5 must produce two blocks of 114 bits (i.e. 

BLOCK1 and BLOCK2) each 4.615 ms. 

Synchronization is guarantied by driv ing Algorithm A5 by an explicit time variab le, COUNT, derived from the TDMA 

frame number. Therefore each 114-bit b lock produced by A5 depends only on the TDMA frame numbering and the 

ciphering key Kc. 

COUNT is expressed in 22 bits as the concatenation of the binary representation of T1, T3 and T2. It is an input 

parameter of Algorithm A5. The coding of COUNT is shown in figure C.1.  

22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12  11 10 9 8 7 6   5 4 3 2 1   

 



 

 

Figure C.1: The coding of COUNT 

Binary representation of COUNT. Bit 22 is the most significant bit (msb) and bit 1 the least significant bit (lsb) of 

COUNT. T1, T3 and T2 are represented in binary. (For definit ion of T1, T3 and T2, see GSM 05.02). 

Figure C.2 summarizes the implementation indications listed above, with only one enciphering/deciphering procedure 

represented (the second one for deciphering/enciphering is symmetrical).  































 



  

Figure C.2: Deciphering on the MS side 
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C.1.3 External specifications of Algorithm A5 

The two input parameters (COUNT and Kc) and the output parameters (BLOCK1 and BLOCK2) of Algorithm A5 shall 

use the following fo rmats: 

- length of Kc:    64 b its; 

- length of COUNT:   22 b its; 

- length of BLOCK1: 114 b its; 

- length of BLOCK2: 114 b its. 

Algorithm A5 shall produce BLOCK1 and BLOCK2 in less than a TDMA frame duration, i.e. 4.615 ms.  

NOTE: If the actual length of the ciphering key is less than 64 bits, then it is assumed that the actual ciphering 

key corresponds to the most significant bits of Kc, and that the remaining and less significant bits are set 

to zero. It must be clear that for signalling and testing purposes the ciphering key Kc is considered  to be 

64 unstructured bits. 

C.1.4 Internal specification of Algorithm A5 

The internal specification of Algorithm A5 is managed under the responsibility of GSM/MoU; it will be made available 

to in response to an appropriate request. 

C.1.5 A modification of the usage of A5 for EDGE 

In EDGE the block size is greater than 114 b its. With EDGE a modification of the usage of the A5 algorithm is 

employed which produces BLOCK 1 and BLOCK2 which each contain 348 b its. The other parameters are not 

modified. The modified algorithm produces both blocks during a TDMA frame duration, i.e. 4.615 ms. The b locks are 

combined by bitwise modulo 2 addition with the plaintext data as explained in C.1.2.  

It is possible in EDGE that the plaintext data block for either up link or downlink is shorter than 348 b its. In this case 

only the first part of the corresponding output parameter BLOCK is used in the bit -wise adition and the rest of the bits 

are discarded. 

C.2 Algorithm A3 

Algorithm A3 is considered as a matter fo r GSM PLMN operators. Therefore, only external specifications are given. 

However a p roposal for a possible Algorithm A3 is managed by GSM/MoU and available upon appropriate request. 

C.2.1 Purpose 

As defined in GSM 03.20, the purpose of Algorithm A3 is to allow authentication of a mobile subscriber's identity. 

To this end, Algorithm A3 must compute an expected response SRES from a random challenge RAND sent by the 

network. For this computation, Algorithm A3 makes use of the secret authentication key Ki.  
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C.2.2 Implementation and operational requirements 

On the MS side, Algorithm A3 is contained in a Subscriber Identity Module, as specified in GSM  02.17. 

On the network side, it is implemented in the HLR or the AuC. The two input parameters (RAND and Ki) and the 

output parameter (SRES) of Algorithm A3 shall use the following formats: 

- length of Ki:  128 b its; 

- length of RAND: 128 b its; 

- length of SRES:   32 b its. 

The run-time of Algorithm A3 shall be less than 500 ms.  

C.3 Algorithm A8 

Algorithm A8 is considered as a matter fo r GSM PLMN operators as is Algorithm A3.  

A proposal for a possible Algorithm A8 is managed by GSM/MoU and available upon appropriate request.  

C.3.1 Purpose 

As defined in GSM 03.20, Algorithm A8 must compute the ciphering key Kc from the random challenge RA ND sent 

during the authentication procedure, using the authentication key Ki.  

C.3.2 Implementation and operational requirements  

On the MS side, Algorithm A8 is contained in the SIM, as specified in GSM  02.17. 

On the network side, A lgorithm A8 is co-located with A lgorithm A3. 

The two input parameters (RAND and Ki) and the output parameter (Kc) o f Algorithm A8 shall fo llow the fo llowing 

formats: 

- length of Ki: 128 b its; 

- length of RAND: 128 b its; 

- length of Kc:   64 b its. 

Since the maximum length of the actual ciphering key is fixed by GSM/MoU, A lgorithm A8 shall p roduce this actual 

ciphering key and extend it (if necessary) into a 64 bit  word where the non-significant bits are forced to zero. It is 

assumed that any non-significant bits are the least significant bits and that, the actual ciphering key is contained in the 

most significant bits. For signalling and testing purposes the ciphering key Kc has to considered to be 64 unstructured 

bits. 
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Annex D (normative): 
Security related network functions for General Packet Radio 
Service 

This annex is only applicable if GPRS is supported.  

D.1 General 

This annex g ives an overview of the different security related services and functions for General Packet Radio Serv ice 

(GPRS) which is described in GSM 02.60 and GSM 03.60. They are g rouped as follows: 

- Subscriber identity confidentiality; 

- Subscriber identity authentication; 

- Confidentiality of user informat ion and signalling between MS and SGSN;  

- Security of the GPRS backbone. 

It shall be possible to introduce new authentication and ciphering algorithms during the systems lifetime. The fixed part 

of the network may support more than one authentication and ciphering algorithm.  

The security procedures include mechanis ms to enable recovery in the event of signalling failures. These recovery 

procedures are designed to minimise the risk of a breach in the security of the system.  

In this annex, the terms GPRS-Kc and GPRS-CKSN are introduced to provide a clear distinction from the ciphering 

parameters (Kc and CKSN) used for circuit switched. The GPRS-Kc is the ciphering key used for GPRS, and GPRS-

CKSN is the corresponding Ciphering Key Sequence Number used for GPRS. The use of these parameters is described 

in clause D.4. 

D.2 Subscriber identity confidentiality 

D.2.1 Generality 

The purpose of this function is to avoid the possibility fo r an intruder to identify which subscriber is using a given 

resource on the radio path by listening to the signalling exchanges or the user traffic on the radio path. This allows both 

a high level of confidentiality for user data and signalling and protection against the tracing of users location. 

The provision of this function implies that the IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity), or any information 

allowing a listener to derive the IMSI easily, should not normally be transmitted in clear text  in any signalling message 

on the radio path. 

Consequently, to obtain the required level of protection, it is necessary that: 

- a protected identifying method is normally used instead of the IMSI on the radio path; 

- the IMSI is not normally used as addressing means on the radio path (see GSM  02.09);  

- when the signalling procedures permit it, signalling information elements that convey informat ion about the 

mobile subscriber identity must be ciphered for transmission on the radio path. 

The identifying method is specified in the following subclause. The ciphering of communication over the radio path is 

specified in clause D.4. 
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Furthermore, Anonymous Access allows a user to access the network without a subscriber identity (see GSM 03.60). 

Therefore, Anonymous Access always guarantees by its nature subscriber identity confidentiality. The fo llowing parts 

of the clause D.2 are not applicab le for Anonymous Access. 

D.2.2 Identifying method  

The means used to identify a mobile subscriber on the radio path consists of a Temporary Logical Link Identity (TLLI). 

This TLLI is a local number, having a meaning only in a given RA (Routing Area); the TLLI must be accompanied by 

the Routing Area Identity (RAI) to avoid ambiguities. The maximum length and guidance for defining the format of a 

TLLI are specified in GSM 03.03. 

The SGSN manages suitable data bases to keep the relation between TLLIs and IMSIs. When a TLLI is received with 

an RAI that does not correspond to the current SGSN, the IMSI of the MS must be requested from the SGSN in charge 

of the indicated routing area if its address is known; otherwise the IMSI is requested from the MS.  

A new TLLI may be allocated in each routing area updating procedure. The allocation of a new TLLI corresponds 

implicitly for the MS to the de-allocation of the previous one. In the fixed part of the network, the cancellation of the 

record for an MS in a SGSN implies the de-allocation of the corresponding TLLI.  

To cope with some malfunctioning, e.g. arising from a software failure, the fixed part of the network can require the 

identification of the MS in clear. This procedure is a breach in the provision of the service, and should be used only 

when necessary. 

When a new TLLI is allocated to an MS, it is transmitted to the MS in a ciphered mode. Th is ciphered mode is the same 

as defined in clause D.4. 

The MS must store its current TLLI in a non volatile memory, together with the RAI, so that these data are not lost 

when the MS is switched off. 

D.2.3 Procedures 

This subclause presents the procedures, or elements of procedures, pertaining to the management of TLLIs.  

These security procedures may also be applied between two PLMNs of d ifferent operators for seamless service when 

the PLMN is changed. 

D.2.3.1 Routing area updating in the same SGSN area 

This procedure is part of the routing area updating procedure which takes place when the original routing area and the 

new routing area depend on the same SGSN. The part of this procedure re lative to TLLI management is reduced to a 

TLLI re-allocation (from TLLIo with "o" for "old" to TLLIn with "n" for "new"). 

The MS sends TLLIo as an identifying field at the beginning of the routing area updating procedure.  

The procedure is schematised in figure D.2.1. 

MS             SGSN 
 RAI, TLLIo    
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------->    
                    
              Allocation 

of TLLIn 

                    
 Ciphered(TLLIn)    
 <-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------     
 Acknowledge    
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------->    
                    
              De-allocation 

of TLLIo 
 

Figure D.2.1: Routing area updating in the same SGSN area 
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D.2.3.2 Routing area updating in a new SGSN; old SGSN reachable 

This procedure is part of the routing area updating procedure, using TLLI and RAI, when the original routing area and 

the new routing area depend on different SGSNs. 

The MS is still registered in SGSNo ("o" for o ld or original) and requests registration in SGSNn ("n" for new). RAI and 

TLLIo are sent by the MS as identifying fields during the routing area updating procedure. The Routing Area Upda te 

Request is not ciphered to allow the new SGSN to read RAI and TLLIo.  

The procedure is schematised in figure D.2.2.  

MS      SGSNn  SGSNo  HPLMN  
                    
 RAI, TLLIo   RAI,TLLIo        
  --------------------------------------------- >    ------------------ >       
                    
    IMSI        
    < ------------------        
    Sec.Rel.Inf        
                    
       Allocation 

of TLLIn 
         

                    
 Ciphered(TLLIn) (note)   Update Loc.  (note)    
 < ---------------------------------------------    ------------------------------------------ >   
                    
 Acknowledge   (note)   Acknowledge (note)    
  --------------------------------------------- >    ------------------------------------------ >   
                    
              Cancellation   
              <-------------------   
                    
           De-allocation 

of TLLIo 
    

 

NOTE: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure D.2.2: Routing area updating in a new SGSN; old SGSN reachable 

Signalling functionalities: 

Update Loc. stands for Update Location 

 The new SGSN informs the HLR that it is now handling the MS. 

Sec.Rel.Info.: 

 Stands for Security Related information  

 The SGSNn needs some information for authentication and ciphering; this informat ion is obtained from SGSNo.  

Cancellation: 

 The HLR indicates to SGSNo that the MS is now under control of another SGSN. The "old" TLLI is free fo r 

allocation. 
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D.2.3.3 Routing area updating in a new SGSN; old SGSN not reachable 

This variant of the procedure in subclause D.2.3.2 arises when the SGSN receiving the RAI and TLLIo cannot identify 

the SGSNo. In that case the relation between TLLIo and IMSI is lost, and the identification of the MS in clear is 

necessary. 

The procedure is schematised in figure D.2.3.  

MS      SGSNn  SGSNo  HPLMN  
                    
 RAI, TLLIo           
  --------------------------------------------- >          
       old SGSN not 

reachable 
         

 TLLI unknown (note 1)          
 < ---------------------------------------------          
           
 IMSI     (note 1)          
  --------------------------------------------- >          
           
           

 Management of means for new 
ciphering (see clause D4) 

           

       Allocation 
of TLLIn 

         

 Ciphered(TLLIn) (note 2)   Update Loc.  (note 2)   
 < ---------------------------------------------    ------------------------------------------ >   
           
 Acknowledge    (note 2)   Acknowledge  (note 2)   
  --------------------------------------------- >   < ------------------------------------------    
                    
              Cancellation   
              <-------------------   

           De-allocation 
of TLLIo 

    

 

NOTE 1: From a security point of v iew, the exact signalling messages (described in GSM 03.60) used to indicate 

that the TLLI is unknown, or to send the IMSI are irrelevant. 

NOTE 2: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure D.2.3: Routing area updating in a new SGSN; old SGSN not reachable 

D.2.3.4 Reallocation of a TLLI 

This function may be init iated by the network at any time for a GPRS attached MS. The procedure can be included in 

other procedures, e.g. through the means of optional parameters. The execution of this function is left to the network 

operator. 

When a new TLLI is allocated to an MS the network must prevent the old TLLI from being allocated again until the MS 

has acknowledged the allocation of the new TLLI.  

If an MM context of an MS is deleted in the SGSN by O&M action, the network must prevent any TLLI associated with 

the deleted MM context from being allocated again until a new TLLI is successfully allocated to that IMSI.  

If an IMSI record is deleted in the HLR by O&M act ion, it is not possible to prevent any TLLI associated with the IMSI 

record from being allocated again. However, if the MS whose IMSI record was deleted should attempt to access the 

network using the TLLI after the TLLI has been allocated to a different IMSI, then authentication or ciphering of the 

MS whose IMSI was deleted will fail, which will cause the TLLI to be deleted from the MS. 

The case where allocation of a new TLLI is unsuccessful is described in subclause D.2.3.7.  

This procedure is schematised in figure D.2.4.  
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MS             SGSN 

     
              Allocation 

of TLLIn 
                    
 Ciphered(TLLIn)    
 <-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------     
 Acknowledge    
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------->    
                    

              De-allocation 
of TLLIo 

 

Figure D.2.4: Reallocation of a new TLLI 

D.2.3.5 Local TLLI unknown 

This procedure is a variant of the procedure described in subclauses D.2.3.1 and happens when a data loss has occurred 

in a SGSN and when a MS uses an unknown TLLI, e.g. for a communication request or for a routing area updating 

request in a routing area managed by the same SGSN. The SGSN indicates to the MS that the TLLI is unkno wn and and 

the identification of the MS in clear is necessary. 

This procedure is schematised in figure D.2.5.  

MS          SGSN  HPLMN   
                    
 RAI, TLLIo  (note 1)        
  ------------------------------------------------------------- >        
           TLLIo is 

unknown 
     

 TLLI unknown  (note 2)        
 <--------------------------------------------------------------         
                    
 IMSI    (note 2)        
  ------------------------------------------------------------- >        
                    

 Management of means for new 
ciphering (see clause D4) 

   

                    

           Allocation 
of TLLIn 

     

 Ciphered(TLLIn)        
 <--------------------------------------------------------------         
                    
 Acknowledge        
  ------------------------------------------------------------- >        
                    

 

NOTE 1: Any message in which TLLIo is used as an identifying means in a routing area managed by the same 

SGSN. 

NOTE 2: From a security point of v iew, the exact signalling messages (described in GSM 03.60) used to indicate 

that the TLLI is unknown, or to send the IMSI are irrelevant. 

Figure D.2.5: Routing area updating in the same SGSN area; local TLLI unknown 
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D.2.3.6 Routing area updating in a new SGSN in case of a loss of 
information 

This variant of the procedure described in D.2.3.2 arises when the SGSN in charge of the MS has suffered a loss of 

data. In that case the relation between TLLIo and IMSI is lost, and the identificat ion of the MS in clear is necessary. 

The procedure is schematised in figure D.2.6. 

MS      SGSNn  SGSNo  HPLMN  
                    
 RAI, TLLIo   RAI,TLLIo        
  --------------------------------------------- >    ------------------ >       
                    
    Unknown        
 TLLI Unknown(note 1)   < ------------------        
 < ---------------------------------------------          
            
 IMSI(note 1)           
  --------------------------------------------- >          
                    

 Management of means for new 
ciphering (see clause D4) 

  

                    

       Allocation 
of TLLIn 

         

                    
 Ciphered(TLLIn) (note 2)   Update location  (note 2)    
 < ---------------------------------------------    ------------------------------------------ >   
                    
 Acknowledge   (note 2)   Acknowledge (note 2)    
  --------------------------------------------- >   < ------------------------------------------    
                    
              Cancellation   
              <-------------------   
                    
           De-allocation 

of TLLIo 
    

 

NOTE 1: From a security point of v iew, the exact signalling messages (described in GSM 03.60) used to indicate 

that the TLLI is unknown, or to send the IMSI are irrelevant. 

NOTE 2: From a security point of v iew, the order of the procedures is irrelevant.  

Figure D.2.6: Routing area updating in a new SGSN in case  of a loss of information 

D.2.3.7 Unsuccessful TLLI allocation 

If the MS does not acknowledge the allocation of a new TLLI, the network shall maintain the association between the 

old TLLI and the IMSI and between the new TLLI and the IMSI.  

For an MS-orig inated transaction, the network shall allow the MS to identify itself by either the old TLLI or the new 

TLLI. This will allow the network to determine the TLLI stored in the MS; the association between the other TLLI and 

the IMSI shall then be deleted. 

For a network-originated transaction, the network shall identify the MS by its IMSI. When radio contact has been 

established, the network shall instruct the MS to delete any stored TLLI. When the MS has acknowledged this 

instruction, the network shall delete the association between the IMSI of the MS and any TLLI.  

In either of the cases above, the network may init iate the normal TLLI reallocation procedure.  

Repeated failure of TLLI reallocation (passing a limit set by the operator) may be reported for O&M act ion . 
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D.3 Subscriber identity authentication 

D.3.1 Generality 

The definit ion and operational requirements of subscriber identity authentication are given in GSM  02.09. 

The authentication procedure may be performed at any time by the network.  

The authentication procedure will also be used to set the ciphering key (see clause D.4). Therefore, it is performed after 

the subscriber identity (TLLI/IMSI) is known by the network for the management of new ciphering.  

Two network functions are necessary: the authentication procedure itself, and the key management. 

D.3.2 The authentication procedure 

The authentication procedure is described in subclause 3.2.  

D.3.3 Subscriber Authentication Key management 

The management of Subscriber Authentication Key (Ki) is described in s ubclause 3.3. 

D.3.3.1 General authentication procedure 

When needed, the SGSN requests security related informat ion for a MS from the HLR/AuC corresponding to the IMSI 

of the MS. This includes an array of pairs of corresponding RAND and SRES. These pairs are obtained by applying 

Algorithm A3 to each RAND and the key Ki as shown in figure 3.1. The pairs are stored in the SGSN as part of the 

security related informat ion. 

The procedure used for updating the vectors RAND/SRES is schematised in figure D.3.2.  

NOTE: The Authentication Vector Response contains also GPRS-Kc(1..n) which is not shown in this and the 

following figures. For discussion of GPRS-Kc see clause D.4. 

SGSN            HLR/AuC  

                    
  Security Related Information Req(IMSI)     
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >    
                    

             generate 
RAND(1..n) 

 Ki 
                

                    
              V       V 
              A3 
                    

   Authentication Vector Response    
  <  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------     
   (SRES(1..n), RAND(1..n))    
                    

Store RAND/SRES 
vectors 

              

 

Figure D.3.2: Procedure for updating the vectors RAND/SRES  
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When an SGSN performs an authentication, including the case of a routing area updating within the same SGSN area, it 

chooses a RAND value in the array corresponding to the MS. It then tests the answer from the MS by comparing it with 

the corresponding SRES, as schematised in figure D.3.3.  

MS            SGSN 

                    
   RAND(j) SRES(j) 
   < -------------------------------------------------------------------------     
 Ki  RAND(j)               

V V                 
A3                 

   SRES(j)               
 V                 

                    
                  

   SRES(j)    
    --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >  ---------     
                     
                 V   V 

                 = 

                    
                         V  
                 yes/no 

 

Figure D.3.3: General authentication procedure  

D.3.3.2 Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI 

During routing area updating in a new SGSN (SGSNn), the procedure to get pairs for subsequent authentication may 

differ from that described in the previous subclause. In the case when identificat ion is done using TLLI, pairs for 

authentication as part of security related informat ion are given by the old SGSN (SGSNo). The old SGSN shall send to 

the new SGSN only those pairs which have not been used. SGSNn may also request the triplets directly from HLR.  

The procedure is schematised in figure D.3.4.  

 MS     SGSNn   SGSNo  HPLMN  

                    
  RAI, TLLIo  TLLIo, RAI      
  ------------------------------------ >   ----------------------------- >      
                    
     IMSI      
 Ki    RAND(1..n)      
     SRES(1..n)      
  RAND  < -----------------------------       
  < ------------------------------------        
                

V V                  
A3                  

 SRES            
 ---------------------------------------- >            
      =          

                 
      V          
      yes/no          
                

       Update Location   

 

Figure D.3.4: Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI  
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D.3.3.3 Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using IMSI 

When the IMSI is used for identification, or more generally when the old SGSN is not reachable, the procedure 

described in subclause D.3.3.2 cannot be used. Instead, pairs of RAND/SRES contained in the security related 

informat ion are requested directly from the HPLMN. 

The procedure is schematised in figure D.3.5. 

 MS     SGSNn     HPLMN  
                    
  IMSI  Sec. Rel. Info Req.   
  ------------------------------------ >   ------------------------------------------------ >   
    (IMSI)   
       
    RAND(1,..n)   
 Ki RAND  < ------------------------------------------------    
  < ------------------------------------  SRES(1..n)   
                

V V                  
A3                  

 SRES            
 ---------------------------------------- >            

      =          

                 
      V          
      yes/no          
                

       Update Location   
 

Figure D.3.5: Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using IMSI  
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D.3.3.4 Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI, 
TLLI unknown in 'old' SGSN 

This case is an abnormal one, when a data loss has occurred in the 'old' SGSN.  

The procedure is schematised in figure D.3.6.  

 MS     SGSNn   SGSNo  HPLMN  
                    
  RAI, TLLIo  RAI, TLLIo      
  ------------------------------------ >   ----------------------------- >      
                    
    Unknown      
  TLLI Unknown  < -----------------------------       
  < ------------------------------------        
                
  IMSI        
  ------------------------------------ >  Sec. Rel. Info Req.   
     ------------------------------------------------ >   
    (IMSI)   
       
    RAND(1..n) SRES(1..n)   
    < ------------------------------------------------    
  RAND     
  < ------------------------------------        
Ki         

          
V V                  

A3                  
 SRES            
 ---------------------------------------- >            
      =          

                 
      V          
      yes/no          
                

       Update Location   
 

Figure D.3.6: Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI, TLLI unknown in 
'old' SGSN 
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D.3.3.5 Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI, 
old SGSN not reachable 

The case occurs when an old SGSN cannot be reached by the new SGSN.  

The procedure is schematised in figure D.3.7 

 MS     SGSNn   SGSNo  HPLMN  
                    
  RAI, TLLIo        
  ------------------------------------ >        
                    
       SGSNo not 

reachable 
         

  TLLI Unknown  < -----------------------------       
  < ------------------------------------        
                
  IMSI        
  ------------------------------------ >  Sec. Rel. Info Req.   
     ------------------------------------------------ >   
    (IMSI)   
       
    RAND(1..n) SRES(1..n)   
    < ------------------------------------------------    
  RAND     
  < ------------------------------------        
Ki         

          
V V                  

A3                  
 SRES            
 ---------------------------------------- >            

      =          

                 
      V          
      yes/no          
                

       Update Location   
 

Figure D.3.7: Authentication at routing area updating in a new SGSN, using TLLI, old SGSN not 
reachable 

D.3.3.6 Authentication with IMSI if authentication with TLLI fails 

If authentication of an MS which identifies itself with a TLLI is unsuccessful, the network requests the IMSI from the 

MS, and repeats the authentication using the IMSI. Optionally, if authentication using the TLLI fails the network may 

reject the access request or location registration request which triggered the authentication. 

D.3.3.7 Re-use of security related information in failure situations 

Security related information consisting of sets of RAND, SRES and a ciphering key (GPRS -Kc) is stored in the SGSN 

and in the HLR. 

When a SGSN has used a set of security related information to authenticate an MS, it shall delete the set of security 

related information or mark it as used. When a SGSN needs to use security related informat ion, it shall use a set whic h 

is not marked as used in preference to a set which is marked as used; if there are no sets which are not marked as used 

then the SGSN shall request fresh security related informat ion from the HLR. If a set of fresh security related 

informat ion cannot be obtained in this case because of a system failu re, the SGSN may re-use a set which is marked as 

used.  

“System failure” in this context  means that the SGSN was unable to establish contact with the HLR, or the HLR 

returned a positive acknowledgement containing no sets of security related information, or the HLR returned an error 

indicating that there was a system failure or that the request was badly formatted. 
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If the HLR responds to a request for security related information with an indication that the subs criber is unknown or 

barred in the HLR, the SGSN shall not re-use security information which has been marked as used. 

It is an operator option to define how many times a set of security related in formation may be re -used in the SGSN; 

when a set of security related informat ion has been re-used as many times as is permitted by the operator, it shall be 

deleted. 

If a SGSN successfully requests security related in formation from the HLR, it shall discard any security related 

informat ion which is marked as used in the SGSN. 

If a SGSN receives from another SGSN a request for security related informat ion, it shall send only the sets which are 

not marked as used. 

If an HLR receives a request for security related information, it shall send any sets which are not marked as used; those 

sets shall then be deleted or marked as used. If there are no sets which are not marked as used, the HLR may as an 

operator option send sets which are marked as used. It is an operator option to define how many times a set of security 

related information may be re-sent by the HLR; when a set of security related informat ion has been sent as many times 

as is permitted by the operator, it shall be deleted.  

D.4 Confidentiality of user information and signalling 
between MS and SGSN 

D.4.1 Generality 

In GSM 02.09, some signalling information elements are considered sensitive and must be protected. 

To ensure identity confidentiality (see clause 2), the new TLLI must be transferred in a p rotected mode at allocation 

time. 

The confidentiality of user informat ion  concerns the information transmitted  on the logical connection between MS 

and SGSN. 

These needs for a protected mode of transmission are fu lfilled by a ciphering function in the LLC layer. It is not an end -

to-end confidentiality service.  

Four points have to be specified: 

- the ciphering method; 

- the key setting; 

- the starting of the enciphering and deciphering processes; 

- the synchronisation. 

D.4.2 The ciphering method 

The LLC layer information flow is ciphered by the algorithm GPRS -A5 as described in GSM 01.61. 
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D.4.3 Key setting 

Mutual key setting is the procedure that allows the mobile station and the network to agree on the key GPRS-Kc to use 

in the ciphering and deciphering algorithms GPRS-A5. This procedure corresponds to the procedure described in 

subclause 4.3 besides the different confidential subscriber identity. The GPRS-Kc is handled by the SGSN 

independently from the MSC. If a MS is using both circuit switched and packet switched, two different ciphering keys 

will be used independently, one (Kc) in the MSC and one (GPRS-Kc) in the SGSN. 

A key setting is triggered by the authentication procedure. Key setting may be init iated by the network as often as the 

network operator wishes. If an authentication procedure is performed during a data transfer, the new ciphering 

parameters shall be taken in use immediately at the end of the authentication procedure in both SGSN and MS.  

Key setting may  not be encrypted and shall be performed as soon as the identity of the mobile subscriber (i.e. TLL I or 

IMSI) is known by the network. 

The transmission of GPRS-Kc to the MS is indirect and uses the authentication RAND value; GPRS -Kc is derived from 

RAND by using algorithm A8 and the Subscriber Authentication key Ki, in the same way as defined in annex C for Kc. 

As a consequence, the procedures for the management of GPRS-Kc are the authentication procedures described in 

subclause D.3.3. 

The values GPRS-Kc are computed together with the SRES values. The security related in formation (see 

subclause D.3.3.1) consists of RAND, SRES and GPRS-Kc. 

The key GPRS-Kc is stored by the mobile station until it is updated at the next authentication. 

Key setting is schematised in figure D.4.1.  

 MS         Network side    
                    
    RAI and TLLI or IMSI      
     ----------------------------------------------------------- >      
                    
    RAND      
    <------------------------------------------------------------       
                    
 Ki   RAND          RAND  Ki 

V    V             V       V  

A8         A8 
                    
   GPRS-Kc            GPRS-Kc 
  V             V   

Store GPRS-Kc         Store GPRS-Kc 

 

Figure D.4.1: Key setting 

D.4.4 Ciphering key sequence number 

The GPRS-CKSN (Ciphering Key Sequence Number) is a number which is associated with each ciphering key GPRS-

Kc. The GPRS-CKSN and GPRS-Kc are stored together in the mobile station and in the network. It permits the 

consistency check of the keys stored in the MS and in the network. Two independent pairs, Kc and CKSN (for circuit 

switched), and GPRS-Kc and GPRS-CKSN (for packet switched) may be stored in the MS simultaneously. 

However since it is not directly involved in any security mechanism, it is not addressed in this specification but in 

GSM 04.08 instead. 
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D.4.5 Starting of the ciphering and deciphering processes 

The MS and the SGSN must co-ordinate the instants at which the ciphering and deciphering processes start. The 

authentication procedure governs the start of ciphering. The SGSN indicates if ciphering shall be used or not in the 

Authentication and Ciphering Request message. If ciphering is used, the MS starts ciphering after sending the 

Authentication and Ciphering Response message. The SGSN starts ciphering when a valid Authentication and 

Ciphering Response message is received from the MS.  

Upon GPRS Attach, if ciphering is to be used, an Authentication and Ciphering Request message shall be sent to the 

MS to start ciphering. 

If the GPRS-CKSN stored in the network does not match the GPRS-CKSN received from the MS in the Attach Request 

message, then the network should authenticate the MS. 

As an option, the network may decide to continue ciphering without authentication after receiv ing a Routing Area 

Update Request message with a valid GPRS-CKSN. Both the MS and the network shall use the latest ciphering 

parameters. The MS starts ciphering after a receiving a valid ciphered Routing Area Update Accept message from the 

network. The SGSN starts ciphering when sending the ciphered Routing Area Update Accept message to the MS.  

Upon delivery of the Authentication and Ciphering Response message or the Routing Area Update Accept message, the 

GPRS Mobility and Management entity in both SGSN and MS shall be aware if ciphering has started or not. LLC 

provides the capability to send both ciphered and unciphered PDUs. The synchronisation of ciphering at LLC frames 

level is done by a bit in the LLC header indicating if the frame is ciphered or not. Only a few identified signalling 

messages (e.g., Routing Area Update Request message) described in GSM 04.08 may be sent unciphered, any other 

frames sent unciphered shall be deleted. Once the encryption has been started, neither the MS nor the network shall go 

to an unciphered session. 

D.4.6 Synchronisation 

The enciphering stream at one end and the deciphering stream at the other end must be synchronised, for the 

enciphering bit stream and the deciphering bit streams to coincide. Synchronisation is guaranteed by driving Algorithm 

GPRS-A5 by an exp licit variable INPUT per established LLC and direction.  

These initial INPUT values shall not be identical for the different LLC link. The in itial INPUT value s hall be 

determined by the network. It  may be identical fo r uplink and downlink value because the direction is given to the 

ciphering algorithm as described in GSM 01.61 and illustrated on the figure D.4.2. In a given direction, the INPUT 

value shall be unique for each frame.  

The calculation of the INPUT value is described in GSM. The use of the INPUT value is described in GSM  01.61 and 

illustrated on the figure D.4.2. 

INPUT DIRECTION

Kc
CIPHER
ALGORITHM

Kc
CIPHER
ALGORITHM

PLAIN TEXT PLAIN TEXTCIPHERED TEXT CIPHERED TEXT

SGSN/MS MS/SGSN

OUTPUT OUTPUT

INPUT DIRECTION

 

Figure D.4.2: Use of the INPUT parameter 
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D.4.7 Inter SGSN routing area update 

When an Inter SGSN routing area update occurs, the necessary information (e.g. key Kc, INPUT  parameters) is 

transmitted within the system infrastructure to enable the communication to proceed from the old SGSN to the new one, 

and the Synchronisation procedure is resumed. The key Kc may remains unchanged at Inter SGSN routing area update.  

D.4.8 Negotiation of GPRS-A5 algorithm 

Not more than seven versions of the GPRS-A5 algorithm will be defined. 

When an MS wishes to establish a connection with the network, the MS shall indicate to the network which version(s) 

of the GPRS-A5 algorithm it supports. The negotiation of GPRS-A5 algorithm happens during the authentication 

procedure. 

The network may renegotiate the version of the GPRS-A5 algorithm in use at inter SGSN routing area update by 

performing an authentication procedure. 

The network shall compare its ciphering capabilities and preferences, and any special requirements of the subscription 

of the MS, with those indicated by the MS and may take one of the fo llowing decisions: 

1) If the MS and the network have no versions of the GPRS A5 algorithm in common and the network is not 

prepared to use an unciphered connections, then the connection is released. 

2) If the MS and the network have at least one version of the GPRS A5 algorithm in common, then the network 

shall select one of the mutually acceptable versions of the GPRS A5 algorithms for use on that connection.  

3) If the MS and the network have no versions of the GPRS A5 algorithm in common and th e network is willing to 

use an unciphered version, then an unciphered connection shall be used. 
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D.5 Synthetic summary 

Figure D.5.1 shows in a synopsis a routing area updating procedure with all elements pertaining to security functions, 

i.e. to TLLI management, authentication and GPRS-Kc management. 

 MS     SGSNn   SGSNo  HPLMN  

                    
  RAI, TLLIo  RAI, TLLIo      
  ------------------------------------ >   ----------------------------- >      
  Routing area updating            
     IMSI      
     RAND      
     SRES      
     GPRS-Kc      
 Ki RAND  < -----------------------------       
  < ------------------------------------        

V V                  
A3&A8                  

  SRES        
   -------------------------------- >        

V       =          

GPRS-Kc               
          V          
       yes          
     start of ciphering       

    Update location   
     ------------------------------------------------ >   
       
    Acknowledge   
    < ------------------------------------------------    
     Allocation 

of TLLIn 
       

          
  Routing area update Accept        
  <---------------------------------         
          
  TLLI acknowledge        
   --------------------------------->        
     Cancellation   
     <-----------------    
     De-allocation 

of TLLIo 
   

Figure D.5.1: Routing area updating procedure 

D.6 Security of the GPRS backbone 

The operator is responsible for the security of its own Intra -PLMN backbone which includes all network elements and 

physical connections. The operator shall prevent unauthorised access to its Intra-PLMN backbone. A secure Intra-

PLMN backbone guarantees that no intruder can eavesdrop or modify user informat ion and signalling in the Intra -

PLMN backbone. 

The GPRS architecture utilises GPRS tunnelling and private IP addressing within the backbone to re strict unauthorised 

access to the backbone. User traffic addressed to a network element shall be discarded. Firewall functionality may 

provide these means at the access points (Gi reference point and Gp interface) of the Intra-PLMN backbone. 

The Inter-PLMN links shall be negotiated between operators as part of the roaming agreement. They shall ensure that 

the Inter-PLMN links are secure providing integrity and confidentiality. For example, secure links can be achieved by 

point to point links, private Inter-PLMN backbones or encrypted tunnels over the public Internet. 

Operators shall be able to determine the origin of packets coming from the inter-PLMN backbone. One example is to 

use a Frame Relay PVC between two operators. 
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Annex E (normative): 
GSM Cordless Telephony System (CTS), (Phase 1); 
Security related network functions; Stage 2 

This annex is defin ing the security related service and functions for the GSM Cordless Telephone System (CTS).  

This annex is only applicable if CTS is supported.  

E.1 Introduction 

E.1.1 Scope 

This annex specifies the functions needed to provide the security related services and functions specified in GSM  02.56. 

E.1.2 References 

1 GSM 01.04: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Abbreviations and 

Acronyms". 

[2] GSM 02.56: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); GSM Cord less Telephone 

System (CTS) Phase 1; Serv ice Description; Stage 1".  

[3] GSM 02.09: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system(Phase 2+); Security Aspects". 

4 GSM 03.56: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); GSM Cord less Telephone 

System (CTS), Phase 1; CTS Architecture Description; Stage 2". 

5 GSM 11.11: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); Specification of the 

Subscriber Identity Module- Mobile Equipment (SIM-ME) interface". 

[6] CCITT Recommendation T.50: "International Alphabet No. 5". (ISO 646: 1983, Information 

processing - ISO 7-bits coded characters set for information interchange).  

7 GSM 03.20: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications sys tem (Phase 2+); Security related network 

functions"; 

8 GSM 04.57: "Digital cellu lar telecommunications system (Phase 2+); CTS supervising system 

layer 3 specification ". 

E.1.3 Definitions and Abbreviations 

E.1.3.1 Definitions 

The following list gives definitions which are used in this annex. For additional defin itions related to CTS refer to the 

CTS stage 1 specification GSM 02.56. 

Attachment: Attachment is the procedure where a CTS-MS accesses a CTS-FP either for local or over the fixed 

network communicat ion or signalling. Th is procedure applies to CTS-MSs that have already been enrolled onto the 

CTS-FP. 

CTS license exempt band: A frequency band that may be allocated by national regulator to CTS usage outside of a 

GSM license allocated to a GSM operator.  

CTS licensed band: A frequency band that can be reserved by the operator for GSM -CTS usage or can be shared with 

the cellular system. 
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CTS Local security system: The term CTS local security system is used to describe all security aspects of a CTS-

MS/CTS-FP pair. 

CTS Operator: This term is used in this annex for any operator performing supervising security tasks in the CTS e.g. 

control of the CTS subscription or control of the CTS frequency usage. It is not considered here if this is one and the 

same PLMN operator for all supervising security tasks. However the security functions introduced here shall not restrict 

the system to be controlled by one specific PLMN operator. 

CTS Supervising security system: The term CTS supervising security system is used to describe all security aspects of 

operation control of the local CTS from the GSM PLMN.  

CTS-FP: The CTS Fixed Part consisting of the CTS-FPE and the FP-SIM. 

CTS-MS: The CTS Mobile Station consisting of the CTS-ME and the MS-SIM. 

Enrolment: The enro lment of a CTS-MS onto a CTS-FP is the procedure where a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair is established 

locally and under the control of the CTS operator if license exempt band is used. A CTS-MS can only enrol onto a CTS-

FP that has already been initialised. 

FP-SIM: The SIM_FP is a GSM Phase 2+ SIM with addit ional data stored to allow CTS operation. This card is 

inserted in the CTS-FPE. The FP-SIM is only used in case of licensed band. 

IFPS I: The IFPSI is a CTS specific subscriber identity stored in the FP-SIM card. 

Initialisation: The in itialisation of a CTS-FP is the procedure where the CTS-FP receives the necessary data to provide 

CTS service. 

Local CTS: This term is used to describe all aspects of a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair as seen from outside (from the GSM 

PLMN) 

MS-S IM: The SIM_MS is a normal GSM Phase 2+ SIM accord ing to GSM 11.11 with additional data stored to allow 

CTS operation. This card is inserted in the CTS-ME. 

Operation data: This term is used as a place holder for any kind of data which is used to control CTS. The definition  

of this data, if it is not directly related to the CTS security aspects, is defined in other parts of the CTS specifications.  

E.1.3.2 Abbreviations 

The following list describes the abbreviations and acronyms used in this annex. The GSM abbreviat ions defin ed in 

GSM 01.04 and in the CTS stage 1 specification GSM 02.56 are not included below. 

B1 CTS ciphering key generation algorithm 

B2 CTS authentication key generation algorithm 

B3 CTS authentication algorithm (calculat ing the signed response of the CTS-FP challenge CH1) 

B4 CTS authentication algorithm (calculat ing the signed response of the CTS-MS challenge CH2) 

B5 CTS message authentication algorithm (for the authentication of the CTS-FP by the CTS-SN) 

B6 CTS message authentication algorithm (for the authentication of the signature issued by the 

CTS-SN) 

CH1 CTS random Challenge value of the CTS-FP 

CH2 CTS random Challenge value of the CTS-MS 

CTS HLR CTS Home Location Register Functional Entity 

CTS-FP CTS-Fixed Part  

CTS-FPE CTS-Fixed Part Equipment 

CTS-ME CTS-Mobile Equipment 

CTSMSI CTS Mobile Subscriber Identity related to the x-th CTS-MS enro lled on a CTS-FP 

CTS-PIN CTS-Personal Identificat ion Number 

CTS-SN  

FPAC Fixed part authorisation code (derived from the CTS-PIN) 

FP-SIM Fixed Part CTS-Subscriber Identity Module 

IFPEI International Fixed Part Equipment Identity 

IFPSI International Fixed Part Subscription Identity 

Ka CTS authentication key related to the x-th CTS-MS enrolled on a CTS-FP 

Kc CTS ciphering key related to the CTS-MS enrolled on a CTS-FP 

KiFP  CTS subscription authentication key (used for authentication of the CTS -FP by the CTS operator) 
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KOP Secret key used to validate tokens signed by the operator 

MS-SIM Mobile CTS-Subscriber Identity Module 

RIFP CTS Random Init ial value sent from the CTS-MS to the CTS-FP 

RIMS CTS Random Init ial value sent from the CTS-FP to the CTS-MS 

SRES1 CTS Signed RESponse of the CTS-FP’s CH1 and the Ka of the CTS-MS 

SRES2 CTS Signed RESponse of the CTS-MS’s CH2 and the Ka of the CTS-FP 

Tval  

XSRES1 CTS Signed RESponse of the CTS-FP’s CH1 and the Ka of the CTS-FP (to be compared with 

SRES1) 

XSRES2 CTS Signed RESponse of the CTS-MS’s CH2 and the Ka of the CTS-MS (to be compared with 

SRES2) 

E.2 General 

In GSM 02.56 the CTS service is introduced and security service requirements are listed. Based on this, the CTS 

security system can be seen as a set of two subsystems, the CTS local security system and the CTS supervising security 

system. 

The local security system deals with aspects of CTS-MS/CTS-FP pairs. It is related to security aspects of the CTS user. 

The different CTS local security services, functions and procedures that are listed in GSM 02.56 are grouped as follows: 

- MS subscriber identity confidentiality; 

- identity authentication (including the MS subscriber identity - and the FP subscriber identity authentication); 

- confidentiality of user and signalling information between CTS-MS and CTS-FP. 

These functions are part of the following procedures: 

- local part of the CTS enro lment/de-enrolment procedures; 

- access procedure of a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

When licensed band is used, the supervising security system deals with aspects of network security. It is related to 

security aspects of the CTS operator. The different CTS supervising security services, functions and procedures that are 

listed in GSM 02.56 are grouped as follow: 

- identity authentication with the CTS operator (including the FP subscriber authentication and if required the MS 

subscriber authentication with the GSM operator);  

- secure operation control; 

- subscription Control; 

- equipment checking (IMEI, IFPEI).  

These functions are part of the following procedures: 

- CTS system init ialisation/de-initialisation procedures; 

- CTS supervising security part of the CTS enro lment procedure;  

- CTS-FP/CTS-SN Access procedure; 

General comments on the figures in this annex: 

- in the figures below, signalling exchanges are referred by functional names;  

- signalling refers to exchange of information. Th is shall not imply any implementation of information elements 

and messages at this stage of the CTS specification.  

- addressing fields are not given; all in formation relates to the signalling layer.  
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E.3 CTS local security system 

The subclauses below are described under normal operation. Abnormal operation is described in document [4 ].  

The CTS local security applies for licensed band or license exempt band. 

In the following sub-clauses the functions and procedures related to the CTS local security are defined. The following 

system elements and interfaces according to GSM 03.56 are involved: 

- The CTS-FP (consisting of the CTS-FPE and the FP-SIM);  

- The CTS-MS (consisting of the CTS-ME and the MS-SIM);  

- The CTS rad io interface between the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP. 

E.3.1 Mobile Subscriber identity confidentiality  

The purpose of this function is to avoid the possibility of an intruder identifying which subscriber is present on the CTS 

radio interface by listening to signalling exchanges or the user traffic. Th is allows both a high level of confidentiality 

for user data and signalling against the tracing of users.  

The provision of this function implies  that the mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), or any information allowing a listener 

to derive the identity easily, should not normally be transmitted in clear text in any signalling message on the CTS radio 

interface. Consequently, to obtain the required level o f protection, it is necessary that: 

- the subscriber identity (IMSI) is not normally used as an addressing method on the CTS radio interface (see 

GSM 02.09); 

- when the signalling procedures and operating conditions (see GSM 03.56) permit it; signalling information 

elements that convey informat ion about the mobile subscriber identity shall be ciphered for transmission on the 

CTS rad io interface. 

E.3.1.1 Identifying method 

The means used to identify a mobile subscriber on the CTS radio interface consis ts of a CTSMSI (CTS Mobile 

Subscriber Identity). Th is CTSMSI is a local number, having a meaning only fo r a given CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

The CTSMSI is assigned by the CTS-FP to the CTS-MS by signalling procedures at enrolment and is valid until 

updated by the CTS-FP. During normal operation, this CTSMSI identifies a CTS-MS uniquely among all CTS-MSs 

enrolled onto one CTS-FP. 

See also GSM 03.56. 

The CTS-MS shall store the CTSMSI in the MS-SIM, together with the IFPEI.  

The CTS-FP shall store the CTSMSI in the CTS-FPE, together with the IMEI and the IMSI. The IMEI is stored in order 

to allow tracking of mobile equipment as required in GSM 02.56.  

The storage requirements are given in clause E.9.  

E.3.1.2 Procedures 

This subclause presents the procedures, or elements of procedures, pertaining to the management of the CTSMSI with 

respect to the local security. 

E.3.1.2.1 CTSMSI assignment 

This procedure is part of the enrolment procedure of a CTS-MS onto a CTS-FP (see subclause E.3.4.1). 

The CTS-FP generates randomly a CTSMSI not equal to any of the existing CTSMSIs stored in the CTS -FP. The 

resulting CTSMSI is sent encrypted to the CTS-MS. 
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E.3.1.2.2 CTSMSI update 

This procedure is part of general access procedure of a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

The CTSMSI shall be updated by the CTS-FP as part of each MS/FP signalling exchange in order to preserve identity 

confidentiality. The CTS-FP generates randomly a CTSMSI not equal to any of the existing CTSMSIs stored in the 

CTS-FP. The resulting CTSMSI is the new CTSMSI fo r the CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair and is sent encrypted to the 

accessing CTS-MS. The CTS-MS stores the new CTSMSI on the MS-SIM. After successful storage, it acknowledges 

the update of the CTSMSI to the CTS-FP. Upon reception of the acknowledgement from the CTS-MS, the CTS-FP 

stores the new CTSMSI and deletes the old CTSMSI.  

See also GSM 03.56. 

E.3.1.2.3 CTS local identification 

This procedure is part of general access procedures of a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

The CTS-MS transmits the CTSMSI to the CTS-FP in the in itial message in order to give its identity. 

If the CTS-MS announces a CTSMSI which is unknown at the CTS-FP, then the CTS-FP requires the IMSI; if the IMSI 

is unknown, the CTS-FP shall deny access to that CTS-MS. The CTS-FP may consider that the CTS-MS is not enrolled 

into it. 

The reason that the CTSMSI is unknown is generally not a matter of security and not considered here.  

See also GSM 03.56. 

E.3.2 Identity authentication 

According to the definitions given in GSM 02.56, a local mutual authentication is required, containing both, the 

authentication of the mobile subscriber identity at the CTS-FP and the authentication of the CTS-FP identity at the 

CTS-MS.  

It can be noted that the IMSI is not tied to the equipment identity (IMEI) as the security related data derived from th e 

enrolment procedure are stored on the MS-SIM; therefore a subscriber can remove his MS-SIM card and insert it in 

another CTS-ME without locally re-enro lling onto the CTS-FP. 

The authentication procedure will also be used to set the ciphering key (see subclause E.3.3). 

E.3.2.1 The mutual authentication procedure 

A pre-condition of the procedure described below is, that both involved parties, the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP share the 

knowledge of the authentication key Ka.  

The authentication procedure consists of the following exchange between the CTS-FP and the CTS-MS: 

- The CTS-FP transmits an unpredictable number CH1 to the CTS-MS;  

- The CTS-MS transmits an unpredictable number CH2 to the CTS-FP;  

- The CTS-MS computes the response SRES1 from CH1 and the indiv idual authentication key Ka using the 

algorithm B3; 

- The CTS-FP computes the expected response XSRES1 from CH1 and the indiv idual authentication key Ka using 

the algorithm B3;  

- The CTS-MS transmits SRES1 to the CTS-FP;  

- The CTS-FP tests SRES1 for validity, i.e . it compares SRES1 and XSRES1;  

- The CTS-FP computes the response SRES2 from CH2 and the individual authentication key Ka using the 

algorithm B4; 
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- The CTS-MS computes the expected response XSRES2 from CH2 and the individual authentication key Ka 

using the algorithm B4; 

- The CTS-FP transmits SRES2 to the CTS-MS;  

- The CTS-MS tests SRES2 for valid ity, i.e. it compares SRES2 and XSRES2.  

Note that the order of transmission of information as mentioned above and as shown in the figure shall not imply any 

implementation. Protocols to exchange the informat ion shall be implemented with respect to efficiency of calcu lation 

time and effect ive messaging. 
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Figure E1: General mutual authentication procedure  

E.3.2.1.1 Authentication failure 

An authentication failure (from security point of v iew) occurs, if:  

- The CTS-MS and the CTS-FP have different Ka;  

- The algorithm B3 or B4 are not implemented as specified (i.e. non type approved equipment).  

In this case the side which has detected the failure shall indicate "authentication failure" to the other side and cancel the 

connection with the other side. 

E.3.2.2 Authentication Key management. 

The Ka associated with a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair is generated randomly during enrolment procedure as described in 

subclause E.3.4.1. As defined in GSM 02.56, keys of the CTS shall be controlled by the PLMN operator. In order to 

fulfil this requirement, all relevant in formation to reproduce Ka is transmitted to the PLMN operator as described in 

subclause E.3.4.1 and in subclause E.4. 
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E.3.3 Confidentiality of user information and signalling between 

CTS-MS and CTS-FP 

In GSM 02.56 some signalling information is considered sensitive and must be protected. 

The needs for a protected mode of trans mission are fu lfilled with an OSI layer 1 confidentiality function. The scheme 

described below assumes that the signalling informat ion is transmitted on a dedicated channel. 

Four points have to be specified: 

- the ciphering method; 

- the key setting; 

- the starting of the enciphering and deciphering algorithms; 

- the synchronisation. 

E.3.3.1 The ciphering method 

The OSI layer 1 data flow (transmitted on a dedicated channel) is ciphered on a bit by bit basis or stream cipher; i.e .; the 

data flow on the CTS radio interface is obtained by the bit per bit binary addition of the user data flow and the ciphering 

bit stream generated by the algorithm A5/2 using a key determined as specified in subclause E.10.1. The key is denoted 

below by Kc and is called the CTS Ciphering Key. The Kc is specific to one CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

Deciphering is performed by exactly the same method. 

Algorithm A5/2 is one of the A5 algorithms specified in GSM 03.20, Annex C. Only A5/2 algorithm is supported on the 

CTS-FP to enable local ciphering. The CTS-MS supports at least the A5/2 algorithm. 

E.3.3.2 Key setting 

Mutual key setting is the procedure that allows the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP to agree on the key Kc to use in the 

ciphering and deciphering algorithm A5/2.  

A key setting is triggered by the mutual authentication procedure. 

Key setting must occur on a channel not yet encrypted and as soon as the CTSMSI is known by the CTS -FP. 

Kc is generated using CH1, the algorithm B1 and the CTS Authentication key Ka, as defined in subclause E.10.1. Kc is 

stored in the CTS-ME and the CTS-FPE as described in subclause E.8.  
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Figure E2: Cipher Key setting 

E.3.3.3 Starting of the ciphering and deciphering processes 

The CTS-MS and the CTS-FP must co-ordinate the instants at which the enciphering and deciphering processes start. 

This procedure takes place under control of the CTS-FP some t ime after the complet ion of the authentication procedure. 

No information elements for which protection is needed must be sent before the ciphering and deciphering processes are  

operating. 

The transition from clear text  mode to ciphered mode proceeds as follows: 

The CTS-FP starts deciphering and sends in clear text  to the CTS-MS a specific message, here called "Start cipher". 

After the message "Start cipher" has been correctly received by the CTS-MS, the CTS-MS will commence both the 

enciphering and deciphering. Finally, enciphering in the CTS -FP starts as soon as a frame or a message from the CTS-

MS has been correctly deciphered at the CTS-FP. 

The starting of enciphering and deciphering processes is shown in figure E3.  
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Figure E3: Starting of the enciphering and deciphering processes 

E.3.3.4 Synchronisation 

The ciphering stream at one end and the deciphering stream at the other end must be synchronised, for the enciphering 

bit stream and the deciphering bit stream to coincide. The underlying synchronisation scheme is described in 

GSM 03.20, Annex C. 

E.3.4 Structured procedures with CTS local security relevance 

The following structured procedures are main ly related to the local security or at least involve CTS local security 

functions and procedures. 

E.3.4.1 Local Part of the Enrolment of a CTS-MS onto a CTS-FP  

According to GSM  02.56 and GSM 03.56 the CTS-MS/CTS-FP enrolment is the procedure, which generates an 

association between a certain CTS-MS and a certain CTS-FP, i.e. a  CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair is established. The following 

CTS local security aspects are covered by the enrolment:  

- The enrolment includes a means of authorisation to use the CTS-FP, i.e . the CTS-PIN is necessary in the 

enrolment procedure. It is mandatory that the CTS-PIN is activated. 

- The authentication key Ka is generated and distributed to the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP. 

- The CTSMSI is initially allocated and submitted from the CTS-FP to the CTS-MS 

- The IFPEI is transmitted from the CTS-FP to the CTS-MS. 
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E.3.4.1.1 Local part of the enrolment procedure 

The procedure described assumes that the CTS-MS or the CTS-FP have the knowledge of the radio parameters to be 

used on the CTS rad io interface to enable in itial connection (see GSM 02.56 and GSM 03.56). 

As specified in GSM  02.56 and GSM 03.56, on ly a CTS-MS subscribed to an operator which has roaming agreement 

with the CTS-FP’s operator shall be allowed to enrol to that CTS -FP. 

The following procedure is followed: 

- An enrolment state is triggered by MMI at the CTS-MS and at the CTS-FP; 

- The user enters the CTS-PIN at the CTS-MS;  

- The CTS-MS derives the FPAC from the CTS-PIN. The FPAC also resides in the CTS-FP, thus the knowledge 

of the CTS-PIN gives authorisation to perform enro lment; 

- An initial connection is established on the CTS rad io interface;  

- The CTS-MS and the CTS-FP exchange random in itial values (RIMS and RIFP); 

- The CTS-MS and the CTS-FP both calculate an authentication key Ka  = B2(FPAC, RIMS, RIFP); 

- The CTS-MS and CTS-FP perform a mutual authentication according to subclause 3.2.1 using Ka . Since Ka is 

derived from the CTS-PIN, this mutual authentication proves the authorisation of the user; 

- The CTS-MS and CTS-FP determine a c iphering key Kc = B1(Ka, RIMS) and switch to ciphering mode 

according to the procedure described in subclause E.3.3;  

- The CTS-MS transmits (encrypted) to the CTS-FP the IMSI, and the IMEI; 

- In order to avoid double enrolment, the CTS-FP checks if the IMSI is already enrolled; 

- The CTS-FP checks the GSM operator’s identity of the CTS-MS and determines whether the CTS-MS 

subscriber is allowed to enrol on that CTS-FP;  

- In case of licensed band the Supervising part of the enrolment is performed if required (see subclause E.4.4.3.4.);  

- The CTS-FP determines the CTSMSI;  

- The CTS-FP transmits (encrypted) the Ka, the IFPEI and the CTSMSI;  

- The CTS-MS stores the Ka, the CTSMSI and the IFPEI on the MS-SIM;  

- The CTS-FP stores the Ka, the IMSI, the IMEI, CTSMSI in a non volatile memory of the CTS-FPE;  

- The enrolment procedure is completed (possible non security related procedures). 

If a failure occurs during this local security procedure, intermediate values related to this procedure shall be deleted and 

the enrolment shall be aborted. 
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Figure E4: Local part of the enrolment procedure  
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E.3.4.2 General Access procedure 

Once the CTS-MS is enrolled onto a CTS-FP, the CTS-MS may access the CTS-FP for user communication on the 

fixed network or for local CTS related procedures or as part of the local security for CTS supervising procedures. The 

access procedures shall generally involve the fo llowing sub-procedures: 

- Identificat ion as described in subclause E.3.1.2;  

- Mutual authentication using the Ka defined during the enrolment in order to authenticate the identities on the 

CTS rad io interface as described in subclause E.3.2.1;  

- Generation of a new Kc and starting to cipher the link on the CTS rad io interface as described in 

subclause E.3.3;  

- Update of the CTSMSI because it has been used in clear text for identification, as described in subclause 

E.3.1.2.2;  
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Mutual CTS-MS/CTS-FP authentication using Ka

OK OK
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Identification
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CTSMSI update procedure
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Figure E5: The general access procedure 

Authentication and start of ciphered connection shall usually be performed  before any sensitive signalling data or user 

data is transmitted on the CTS radio interface. In the following sub-subclauses, some specific access procedures are 

described with respect the CTS local security.  

E.3.4.2.1 Attachment 

The attachment procedure is used to attach a CTS-MS to a CTS-FP. A pre-condition is, that the CTS-MS is enrolled 

with the CTS-FP. 

The attachment procedure shall be performed whenever the CTS -MS is switched on within the range of a CTS-FP or 

when it comes into the range of the CTS-FP. 

The attachment procedure shall include all sub-procedures of the general access procedure as described above. 

Additionally the IMEI of the CTS-MS may be transmitted to the CTS-FP at attachment, in order to support the tracking 

or IMEI as described in subclause E.4.5. 
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E.3.4.2.2 CTS local security data update 

The CTS local security data update procedure is performed in order to determine a new temporary identity CTSMSI and 

a new cipher key Kc. Th is procedure may be a part of a non security related procedu re or it is used for the main purpose 

of local security data update. 

A regular CTSMSI update procedure shall be defined in order to insure user confidentiality. 

The CTS local security data update contains all sub-procedures of the general access procedure. It is init iated by the 

CTS-FP. 

E.3.4.3 De-enrolment of a CTS-MS 

According to GSM  02.56 the de-enrolment of a CTS-MS is the procedure which cancels the association between a 

certain CTS-MS and a certain CTS-FP.  

A de-enrolment procedure of a CTS-MS from a CTS-FP can be either init iated by the CTS-FP (network or FP 

command) or by a user specific action to de-enrol one or several CTS-MS from a CTS-FP.  

E.3.4.3.1 De-enrolment initiated by the CTS-FP 

The following procedure is followed: 

- The CTS-FP sends a de-enrolment command to the CTS-MS;  

- The CTS-MS and the CTS-FP perform mutual authentication according to subclause E.3.2.1 using Ka;  

- The CTS-MS deletes data related to CTS-FP i.e. Ka, CTSMSI,  IFPEI, and confirms de-enrolment; 

- The CTS-FP deletes data related to that CTS-MS i.e. Ka, CTSMSI, IMSI, IMEI; 

- The de-enrolment is completed (possible non security related procedures). 

E.3.4.3.2 De-enrolment initiated by a CTS-MS  

The de-enrolment procedure when init iated by a CTS-MS is an MMI procedure that requires the knowledge of the CTS-

PIN. The following procedure applies:  

When remote MMI is used: 

- the user enters a specific de-enrolment menu or command at the CTS-MS;  

- attachment is performed on the MS/FP interface;  

- the user enters the CTS-PIN at the CTS-MS; 

- The CTS-FP checks the CTS-PIN and sends a list of all enrolled CTS-MSs to the CTS-MS;  

- The list is displayed at the CTS-MS and the user selects one (or several) CTS-MS(s) for de-enrolment;  

- The list of CTS-MS(s) which are selected for de-enrolment, is sent to the CTS-FP;  

- Data related to the de-enrolled CTS-MSs, i.e. the Ka, the IMSI, the CTSMSI, the IMEI are deleted in the CTS -

FP;  

- The de-enrolment is completed (possible non security related procedures). 
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E.4 CTS supervising security system 

This subclause is applicable is case of licensed band only. 

In the following sub-clauses the functions and procedures related to the CTS supervising security are defined. The 

following system elements and interfaces according to GSM 03.56 are involved: 

- The CTS-FP (consisting of the CTS-FPE and the FP-SIM);  

- The CTS-MS (consisting of the CTS-ME and the MS-SIM);  

- The CTSHLR/AuC;  

- The CTS-SN;  

- The HLR/AuC; 

- The CTS rad io interface between the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP; 

- The CTS fixed network interface; 

- The GSM radio interface. 

E.4.1 Supervision data and supervision data protection 

This sub-clause describes the mechanisms to be used by theCTS operator to set and modify the supervision data to be 

used in a CTS-MS/CTS-FP environment. 

E.4.1.1 Structure of supervision data 

Supervision data are sent as structured informat ion elements which may consist of:  

1 Short commands, e.g., information data requests, identificat ion, de-int ialisation of the CTS-FP,de-enro lment of a 

CTS-MS, ...;  

2 Download of data and parameters, e.g., radio parameters, timer settings, CTS-SN directory number;  

E.4.1.2 Supervision data protection 

The supervision data are protected by a signature. 

The signature of data is performed following a valid CTS-FP authentication by the CTS-SN as described in chapter 

E.4.3.1. 

The signature is performed using the B6 algorithm and a secret key Kop  shared between the CTS-SN and the CTS-FP. 

The secret key Kop is generated during the CTS-FP authentication at the CTS-AuC using the authentication key KiFP  a 

random vector and the A8’ algorithm: Kop= A8’(KiFP , RAND1).  

Data signature is performed using a random vector RAND2 generated by the CTS-FP, Data the sequence that has been 

signed, Kop and the B6 algorithm. The concatenation of Data and RAND2 is referred to as Dat a2. 

Some data are associated with a valid ity period indication (relative t ime). Before the valid ity timer exp ires, the CTS -FP 

must contact the CTS-SN in order toupdate those data. 

It should be noted that supervision data carry data related to CTS subscript ion and therefore to the CTS-FP. 

Therefore, the operator will issue supervision data following a successful CTS -FP authentication by the CTS-HLR. 
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Figure E6: Generation of the signature of the supervision data  

E.4.1.3 Key management 

The SIM card manufacturer delivers an FP-SIM card that includes a mechanism to authenticate the signature of the 

supervision data issued by the CTS-SN. This mechanis m consists of the B6 algorithm that enables authentication of 

thesignature using a secret key KOP . 

This key is not accessible on the FP-SIM card. 

E.4.2 CTS subscriber identity  

A CTS specific identity is assigned to a subscriber of the CTS service. This identity (IFPSI) enables unique 

identification of a CTS subscriber at communicat ion with the CTS-SN. 

It can be noted that the subscription to the CTS service does not assume subscription of every CTS -MS that want to 

operate CTS on a g iven CTS-FP. There is one CTS subscription per CTS-FP, and therefore one identity to check no 

matter how many CTS-MS are enrolled to that CTS-FP.  

Nevertheless, the CTS operator may also require the authentication of the CTS -MS.  

And therefore the MS-SIM identity (IMSI) will identify a CTS-MS subscriber at communication with the CTS-SN.  

For more details see also GSM 03.56. 

E.4.3 Identity authentication with the CTS operator and the PLMN 

According to the definitions given in GSM 02.56, the procedure of authentication of the FP-SIM is required for the CTS 

initialisation, CTS-MS enrolment onto a CTS-FP, and network access procedure (e.g. operation data update).  

Similarly, the procedure of authentication of the MS-SIM is required for the CTS-MS enrolment onto a CTS-FP. 

Additionally identity authentication may also be part of other CTS specific procedures. 
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E.4.3.1 Authentication of the CTS-FP 

The authentication of the CTS-FP v ia the fixed network procedure consists of the following exchange between the CTS -

FP and the CTS-HLR through the CTS-SN: 

- The CTS-FP sends the IFPSI to the CTS-HLR through the fixed line and through the CTS-SN;  

- The CTS-AuC computes the authentication result (SRES) using the KiFP  key associated to the IFPSI and a 

random challenge (RAND);  

- The CTS-SN receives from the CTS-HLR the authentication vector (SRES (1,…, n), RAND (1,…,n)) accord ing 

to the general authentication procedure described in GSM 03.20;  

- The CTS-SN t ransmits a RAND1 and a random value Data1 to the CTS-FP v ia the fixed network;  

- The CTS-FP and the CTS-HLR generate a key Kop derived from the KiFP  and using A8’ algorithm;  

- The CTS-FP performs an authentication using Kop and B5 computes the signature ofData1, say MAC1;  

- The CTS-FP transmits the signature MAC1 to the CTS-SN;  

- The CTS-SN tests MAC1 for validity.  
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Figure E7: Authentication of the CTS-FP 

E.4.3.2 Authentication of the CTS-MS 

This procedure requires that the CTS-SN has an interface to the HLR in order to receive the challenge/response pairs for 

authentication of the CTS-MS. 

It is a normal GSM authentication procedure as described in GSM03.20[7], the CT S-FP act ing as a relay: 

- The CTS-MS sends the IMSI to the HLR through the CTS-FP and through the CTS-SN; 

- The AuC generates the authentication result (SRES) using the Ki key associated with the IMSI and a random 

challenge (RAND);  

- The CTS-SN receives the authentication vector (SRES (1,…, n), RAND (1,…,n)) according to the general 

authentication procedure described in GSM 03.20;  

- The CTS-SN t ransmits a RAND, 1  x  n, to the CTS-MS via the CTS-FP.;  

- The CTS-MS performs an authentication using Ki and A3 according to the authentication procedure described in 

GSM 03.20 and computes the signature of RANDx: SRESRANDx; 

- The CTS-MS transmits via the CTS-FP the signature SRESRANDx to the CTS-SN;  
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- The CTS-SN tests SRESRANDx for valid ity. 
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Figure E8: Authentication of the CTS-MS via the CTS fixed network interface 

E.4.4 Secure operation control 

According to GSM  03.56, signalling for operation control of the local CTS may take place on different signalling 

planes: 

- on the CTS fixed network interface using a CTS-SN applicat ion signalling; 

- on the GSM Radio Interface using the GSM layer 3 signalling.  

The means of operation control of the local CTS for these two signalling planes is described in the subsequent 

subclauses. 

E.4.4.1 GSM layer 3 signalling 

GSM layer 3 signalling can be used to provide CTS data.  

It is not init iated on request of the local CTS but included in a normal GSM layer 3 signalling procedure.  

These data are downloaded to the CTS-MS through the GSM Radio Interface and trans ferred to the CTS-FP during an 

access procedure according to subclause E.3.4.2. Whenever the CTS-FP gets new CTS operation data it contacts the 

CTS-SN through the Fixed Network and performs Operat ion Data Update procedure according to subclause E.4.4.3.4.1 . 

E.4.4.2 CTS application signalling via the Fixed Network 

CTS may use a specific application protocol on the fixed network interface for operation control purposes. 

Communicat ion via the fixed network interface may include authentication of the subscriber identity as described in 

subclause E.3.2. 

Due to the fact, that a false CTS-SN can easily be set up, protection of operation data as described in subclause E.4.1.2, 

is required. 

Operation control via the CTS fixed network interface is generally initiated by the local CTS, i.e. the CTS-FP, triggered 

by time or event control.  

An initiation from the CTS-SN to the CTS-FP, is generally not applicab le due to missing means of addressing a specific 

terminal, i.e. the CTS-FP in the fixed network (PSTN case).  

However, this shall not exclude that the CTS-SN init iate operation control, if certain network configurations allow this 

feature. 
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E.4.4.3 CTS operation control procedures 

E.4.4.3.1 Initialisation of a CTS-FP 

According to GSM  02.56 and GSM 03.56 the CTS-FP initia lisation is the procedure where the CTS-FP is downloaded 

with the necessary data in order to provide CTS service.  

The following procedure applies: 

- An initialisation state is triggered by MMI at the CTS-FP; 

- The CTS-FP retrieves the CTS-SN d irectory number from the FP-SIM;  

- The CTS-FP contacts the CTS-SN through the fixed line; 

- Authentication of the CTS-FP is performed as described in subclause E.4.3.2.1;  

- The CTS-SN sends operation data to the CTS-FP; these data are protected as described in subclaus e E.4.1.2; 

- The CTS-FP authenticates the signature of the operation data sent from the CTS-SN;  

- The CTS-FP is considered as being initialised. 

E.4.4.3.2 De-initialisation of a CTS-FP 

The CTS-FP is considered as being de-initialised if it does not have the necessary data to provide CTS service.  

This may happen either because: 

1 a timer associated to the CTS data has exp ired and therefore the CTS -FP cannot offer CTS service; 

2 a network control mechanism requires CTS-FP de-initialisation; 

3 the CTS-FP has been disconnected from the PSTN connection and from the main power for a period of t ime;  

4 the FP-SIM has been removed and a new SIM card inserted in the CTS-FPE. 

As the CTS-SN has in general no means to address the CTS-FP, the de-init ialisation command is sent when the CTS-FP 

accesses the CTS-SN.  

Case 1 

The princip le of the time/event controlled mechanis m is, that some operation data has a limited valid ity period. The 

duration of this period, i.e. a t imer, is controlled by the CTS operator.  

The operation data is related to one CTS-subscriber that is to the FP-SIM. An authentication of the CTS-FP by the CTS-

SN and a token authentication by the CTS-FP is performed in the operation data update procedure as described in 

subclause E.4.4.3.4.1. 

Therefore, the update of the operation data does not require a CTS-MS being enro lled to the CTS-FP. Before the expiry 

of the validity period timer a data update procedure is triggered as described in subclause E.4.4.3.4.1.  

If the validity period expires without an update of the operation data, the CTS-FP is de-in itialised and the operation data 

are deleted from the CTS-FP. 

Case 2 

In case 2, the de-in itialisation procedure is the following: 

- The CTS-FP contacts the CTS-SN; 

- The CTS-SN performs authentication of the CTS-FP as described in chapter E.4.3.2.1;  

- The CTS-SN sends a de-initialisation command using the data protection mechanism described in chapter 

E.4.2.1;  
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- The CTS-FP authenticates the signature and deletes the operation data; 

- De-initialisation is performed. 

The CTS-FP de-init ialisation does not imply CTS-MS de-enro lment; the data related to CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair are not 

deleted from the CTS-FP but CTS service cannot be granted. 

Case 3 

As some operation data might be related to the location of the CTS -FP, if the CTS-FP is disconnected from the PSTN 

connection for a certain time (see [4]), the CTS-FP is considered as being de-initialised and the operation data are 

deleted from the CTS-FP. 

Case 4 

The operation data are related to the FP-SIM. If a new FP-SIM is inserted in the CTS-FPE the previously stored data 

should be deleted. The CTS-FP is therefore de-initialised. 

E.4.4.3.3 Enrolment 

From the CTS supervising security point of view the following requirements have to be fulfilled:  

- According to the definitions given in the CTS stage 1 service description, enro lment shall include authentication 

of the CTS-subscriber (FP-SIM). 

- In addition, if required by the CTS operator an authentication of the CTS -MS subscriber can be performed. 

(GSM 02.09). 

- The local CTS shall receive operation data 

- The CTS shall operate in accordance with the settings of this operation data. 

Two supervising security methods are defined for enrolment. They are described in the subsequent subclauses. 

E.4.4.3.3.1 Enrolment conducted via the CTS fixed network interface 

If indicated by the CTS subscription informat ion at the CTS-FP the supervising part of the enrolment is conducted via 

the CTS fixed network interface.  

In this case, after the local part o f the enrolment procedure is performed as described in subclause E.3.4.1.1 (we have 

reached the stage where the CTS-MS trans mits through the CTS interface the IMSI, the CTS-FP checks that the IMSI is 

not enrolled yet), the following procedure applies: 

- The CTS-FP calls the CTS-SN through the fixed line;  

- The IFPSI and the IMSI are transmitted from the CTS-FP to the CTS-SN; Equipment identities (IMEI, IFPEI) 

can be transmitted for verification; 

- The CTS-HLR performs authentication of the CTS-FP using the authentication key KiFP,A8’ and B5 

authentication algorithm as described in subclause E.4.3.2.1;  

- After successful authentication of the CTS-FP, the CTS-SN may require the authentication of the CTS-MS. The 

generation of triplets is achieved in the HLR using the Ki authentication key and the A3 algorithm as described 

in subclause E.4.3.2.2;  

- The CTS-FP checks the valid ity of the signature as described in subclause E.4.1.2;  

- The CTS-FP and the CTS-MS exchange data (as described in the local security part of the enrolment procedure 

(E.3.4.1.1);  

- The CTS-FP indicates successful enrolment to the CTS-MS;  

- The enrolment is finished. 
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Figure E9: CTS supervising security: enrolment of a CTS-MS onto a CTS-FP via the CTS fixed 
network interface 

E.4.4.3.4 Supervising security in the CTS-FP/CTS-SN access procedure 

E.4.4.3.4.1 Update of operation data 

The update of operation data is required due to the fact, that the validity of some operation data is limited by an operator 

controlled timer. 

The operation data can be updated without a CTS-MS being attached to the CTS-FP, as FP-SIM authentication is 

performed through the fixed network interface. This allows transparency of the operation control to the user and avoids 

unnecessary de-initialisation if the user has not performed attachment for a long period of time. 

Update of operation is performed v ia the fixed network interface  and the following steps apply: 

- Before the valid ity period exp ires, the CTS-FP contacts the CTS-SN and requires data update; 

- The CTS-HLR authenticates the FP-SIM through the fixed network interface;  

- the CTS-HLR checks the subscription valid ity and sends a new set of operation data to the CTS-FP;  

- The CTS-FP authenticates the data signature and starts a new timer;  

- The update procedure is finished. 
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End of operation data update procedure  

Figure E10: Update of operation data via the CTS fixed network interface 

As this timer is an essential part of the CTS operation control, it shall be securely situated within the CTS -FP, i.e. it 

shall not be possible to reset the time except by valid operations described in this subclause. The security requirements 

on the timer values and the timer itself are described in subclause E.6.  

E.4.5 Equipment checking 

Equipment checking can be seen as part of the initialisation, of the enrolment or of th e operation data update 

procedures: 

Checking the IFPEI can be part of the init ialisation and operation data update procedures. 

Checking the IFPEI and the IMEI can be part of the enrolment procedure.  

E.4.6 FP-SIM card checking 

The FP-SIM presence should be verified and no CTS operation should be allowed if the FP-SIM is not at least present. 

Furthermore, specific CTS operations should meet the following requirements: 

- The CTS-FP init ialisation procedure should not be possible if the CTS-FP does not include a valid FP-SIM card, 

i.e. that contain minimum information to contact the CTS-SN or to operate CTS service. 

- The enrolment procedure of a CTS-MS on a CTS-FP should not be initiated if the MS-SIM operator’s identity is 

in the list of forbidden operators of the FP-SIM. 

- CTS operation should not be allowed if there is not a valid FP -SIM card in the CTS-FPE. 

The MS-SIM verification follows the normal GSM requirements. The GSM subscription is checked whenever the CTS-

MS accesses the PLMN (authentication performed using the IMSI, Ki and A3 in the MS-SIM card).  
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The MS-SIM card is not tied to the CTS-ME as all the relevant data for local security are stored in the MS-SIM card. If 

after successful enrolment on a given CTS-FP, the CTS-ME have been changed, no re-enrolment should be needed. The 

CTS-FP will store the new IMEI sent in the access procedure in association with the local security data. 

If the FP-SIM card has been extracted from the CTS-FPE, the latter should check the identity of the new SIM card. If a 

new FP-SIM card has been inserted in the CTS-FPE, CTS-FP should be re-init ialised.  

E.5 Other CTS security features 

In GSM 02.56 the requirements of a series of additional security services and functions for the CTS are defined. They 

should provide, amongst others, protection against misuse of equipment 

This subclause describes the CTS security features that concern: 

- secure storage of sensitive data in CTS-MS;  

- secure storage of sensitive data in CTS-FP; 

- CTS-FP de-init ialisation; 

- CTS-FP reprogramming protection. 

E.5.1 Secure storage of sensitive data and software in the 

CTS-MS 

E.5.1.1 Inside CTS-ME 

The storage of the IMEI should be according the requirements described in GSM 02.09. Secure storage of sensitive data 

inside non-volatile memory of the CTS-ME should follow the directives in GSM 02.56. 

E.5.2 Secure storage of sensitive data and software in CTS-FP 

The IFPEI is stored in the CTS-FPE according to the same requirements for storage of the IMEI as described in 

GSM 02.09. Other sensitive data shall be stored securely. 

The timer for operation control should be stored in a secure way. 

E.5.3 CTS-FP reprogramming protection 

Reprogramming shall only be possible by the manufacturer of the CTS-FP and authorised services. The specification of 

the method is up to the manufacturer. 

E.6 FP Integrity 

In case of licensed mode, the CTS-FP while servicing its user(s) should perform as instructed by the CTS-SN. In both 

licensed and license exempt modes, a potential entry point for various kinds of CTS misuse would be to alter a type-

approved CTS-FP. It is therefore of paramount importance that the local CTS security and in particular the CTS -FP 

itself provide reliable countermeasures against CTS-FP misuses through manipulation of its hardware and/or software. 

The purpose of this subclause is  

a) to identify exp licitly the threats 

b) to exp lore ways how to provide protection 

c) to consider the verification of protection mechanisms  
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E.6.1 Threats 

Threats have been identified and the importance of the corresponding need for a countermeasure was classified. The 

following ranking was used: 

1. Essential; Protection is essential for secure operation of CTS in general;  

2. Important; Protection is important but failu re has limited impact;  

3. Desirable; Protection is desirable but failure has only local impact.  

Table E1 shows the sensitive informat ion that the FP contains and the importance of the countermeasure(s) against 

possible manipulation. 

It is understood that when an item is mentioned in Table 1that changing its value in an unauthorised way is a threat. 

Table E1: Sensitivity of FP maintained information 

Item Type of data  Rank 

CTS-FP software (note 1)
 

constant 1 

IFPEI constant 2 

IFPSI (licensed mode) constant 2 

CTS-PIN constant 2 

Secret operator Key (KOP) (licensed mode) variable  1 

Supervising authentication key (KiFP) associated with 
IFPSI (licensed mode) 

constant 1+ 

PLMN permitted variable in licensed 
mode and constant in 

license exempt mode 

1 

Timers (counters), Limits (note 2)
 

variable 1 

Radio parameters (GFL, etc.) + operation parameters variable in licensed 
mode and constant in 
license exempt mode 

1 

Local keys (Ka) and security parameters variable 2 

Service parameters (addressing, operator ids) variable 2 

CTS algorithms (A3/A8, MAC) constant (1,2) 

NOTE 1: If the FP software is reprogrammable there should be a mechanism that authenticates the 
identity of the reprogramming agent (FS algorithm can be a protection against unauthorised 
reprogramming). 

NOTE 2: Clock should continue to run or new information should be obtained from the network when FP 
power is lost or fixed line connection removed. 

 

In case of license exempt mode, it is of prime importance that radio parameters and the list of the mobiles allowed to 

enroll to that CTS-FP (PLMN permitted) is stored in a secure way and cannot be modified.  

E.6.1.1 Changing of FP software 

CTS-FPEs will store their software in non-volatile memory that can be (re)programmed at the factory or at authorised 

service centres. Current technology provides so-called flash memories for this purpose. Reprogrammability is 

advantageous from production and service point of view but, at the same time, it can be misused to reprogram the FP to 

operate not according to the standards. Reprogramming may be executed via the manufacturer provided interface(s) or 

via direct access to the storage. Thus the FP reprogramming protection should protect against: 

a) unauthorised reprogramming access via offered interface (test, fixed line, SIM interface, rad io interface ); 

b) Reprogramming via d irect access to system software storage; 

c) Reprogramming via physical exchange (replacing storage modules). 

NOTE: The actual protection mechanisms do not have to be standardised but the level of protection should be 

defined. There should be no (trapdoor) mechanis m to bypass the protection mechanisms.  
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E.6.1.2 Changing of IFPEI  

Each, CTS-FPE contains an identity (IFPEI).The IFPEI can be used (associated to the IFPSI) for local security and 

network security procedures. The Fixed Part Equipment is uniquely defined by the IFPEI. The IFPEI is stored in a 

secure way in accordance with the requirements for storage of the IMEI as described in GSM  02.09. 

E.6.1.3 Changing of IFPSI and operator and subscription related keys (KiFP, 
KOP) 

These values are stored in the FP-SIM; the IFPSI can only be read and not updated while the operator and the 

subscription related keys are used in the FP-SIM and cannot be accessed. 

E.6.1.4 Changing of timers and timer limits 

The CTS-FP operation is partially under control of t imers. When timer values are stored in E2PROM memory there 

should be a protection against malicious reprogramming. The use of external t imer hardware should only be allowed 

when accompanied with comprehensive protection countermeasures. 

E.6.1.5 Changing of radio usage parameters 

This annex defines mechanis ms to protect the parameters that will set the radio usage characteristics during transport to 

the local CTS system. In addition these parameters should be protected when stored inside the CTS-FPE. 

E.6.2 Protection and storage mechanisms 

In this subclause some basic approaches for realising CTS-FP integrity mechanisms are described. The mechanisms are 

divided into three groups. One group targets the protection of data that is stored 

In a static or semi-static way in re-programmable non-volatile  memory. The second group targets timer values that 

change frequently. A third group targets physical protection aspects. 

E.6.2.1 Static or semi static values 

Data that is stored permanently or changes seldomly are either stored on the FP-SIM (KOP ,, KiFP , IFPSI), or might be 

stored in write-once memory cells (Ka), the place of storage could be defined. Thus some form of physical security is 

necessary. Furthermore, specific standards in term of technology (e.g. NIST FIPS1-40-1) can be used.  

E.6.2.2 Timers 

If t imer stored values can be accessed (e.g. when they are stored in physically accessible E2PROM) they can be 

protected in the same spirit as static data but the mechanism should be tailored for frequent  update of the values to be 

protected. Alternatively, these values could be stored in the main processor chip. 

E.6.2.3 Physical protection 

Physical protection should prevent that it being easy to reprogram (flash) memory with CTS -FP system software 

through direct physical access to the memory chip or the physical exchange critical hardware components. It should 

also protect electrical sensing mechanis ms against obvious attacks, e.g., by resetting components. 

E.7 Type approval issues 

The test houses cannot perform a security evaluation of a CTS-FP to verify if the CTS-FP meets the requirements on 

security. However, each CTS-FP comes with a set of cryptographic mechanis ms that may effect ordinary type approval 

procedures. There should be no bypass mechanis ms to critical security mechanisms fo r such type approval procedures. 
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E.8 Security information to be stored in the entities of the 
CTS 

This clause gives an overview of the security related information and the places where this informat ion is stored in the 

CTS. 

The entities of the CTS where security information is stored are:  

- CTS home location register (CTS-HLR);  

- CTS service node (CTS-SN);  

- CTS authentication centre (CTS-AuC); 

- CTS fixed part equipment (CTS-FPE);  

- FP-SIM card; 

- CTS mobile equipment (CTS-ME); 

- MS-SIM card. 

E.8.1 Entities and security information 

E.8.1.1 CTS-HLR 

The CTS-HLR stores permanently: 

- The IFPSI;  

- The authentication key KiFP . 

The CTS-HLR receives and stores (possibly after processing): 

- The mobile equipment identity IMEI;  

- The IFPEI. 

E.8.1.2 CTS-SN 

The CTS-SN receives and stores possibly after processing: 

- KOP  associated to a given IFPSI;  

- Subscription timers; 

- RAND value associated to an authentication and key generation procedure; 

- SRES the result of the authentication procedure; 

- The B5, B6 algorithms. 

E.8.1.3 CTS-AuC 

In the CTS authentication centre are implemented: 

- The authentication algorithm A3;  

- The key generation algorithm A8. 
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E.8.1.4 CTS Fixed Part Equipment (CTS-FPE) 

The CTS-FPE stores permanently: 

- The encryption algorithm A5/2. 

The CTS-FPE generates and stores: 

- The CTS authentication key Ka;  

- The CTSMSI;  

- The ciphering key Kc. 

The CTS-FPE receives and stores (possibly after processing): 

- The mobile equipment identity IMEI;  

- The IMSI. 

The CTS-FPE stores for each CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair a record of data which is needed for access on the CTS Radio 

Interface. The records are stored as a linear fixed file  (see GSM  11.11) and contain: 

- The authentication key Ka;  

- The CTSMSI;  

- The IMSI;  

- Other, non security relevant informat ion, which are related to a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

The structure of the linear fixed file  is shown in figure E11: 

Index 
(Record Number) 

Linear fixed file with one record for each CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair 
(Read/Write) 

1 Ka[1], CTSMSI[1], IMSI[1], other data [1] 
2 Ka[2], CTSMSI[2], IMSI[2], other data [2] 
. . 
. . 
N Ka[n], CTSMSI[n], IMSI[n], other data [n] 

 

Figure E11: Storage of CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair related data on the CTS-FPE 

The number of records is defined at subscription time and thus determines  the number of CTS-FP, a CTS-MS can be 

enrolled to. 

E.8.1.5 Fixed Part SIM card (FP-SIM) 

The FP-SIM includes specific informat ion for CTS purpose. 

- The IFPSI;  

- The KiFP; 

- The KOP; 

- The list of PLMNs whose subscriber can roam onto the CTS-FP. 

E.8.1.6 CTS Mobile Equipment (CTS-ME) 

E.8.1.7 Mobile Station SIM card (MS-SIM) 

The MS-SIM is a normal GSM SIM card as defined in GSM 11.11 that includes any informat ion for CTS purpose. 
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The MS-SIM stores for each CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair a record of data which is needed for access on the CTS Radio 

Interface. The records are stored as a linear fixed file  (see GSM  11.11) and contain: 

- the authentication key Ka; 

- the CTSMSI;  

- the IFPEI; 

- other, non security relevant information, which related to a CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair. 

The structure of the linear fixed file  is shown in the figure E12.  

Index 
(Record Number) 

Linear fixed file with one record for each CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair 
(Read/Write) 

1 Ka[1], CTSMSI[1], IFPEI[1], IFPSI[1],other data [1]  
2 Ka[2], CTSMSI[2], IFPEI[2], IFPSI[2],other data [2] 
. . 
. . 
N Ka[n], CTSMSI[n], IFPEI[n], IFPSI[n], other data [n]  

 

Figure E12: Storage of CTS-MS/CTS-FP pair related data on the CTS-ME 

The number of records is definedby the mobile manufacturer and thus determines the number of CTS -FP, a CTS-MS 

can enroll onto. 

E.9 External specification of security related algorithms 

This annex specifies the cryptological algorithms and algorithms which are needed to provide the various security 

features and mechanisms defined in the CTS service description. 

The following algorithms are considered; 

- Algorithm A5/2: Ciphering/deciphering algorithm;  

- Algorithm B1: Ciphering key generation algorithm 

- Algorithm B2: Authentication key generation algorithm 

- Algorithm B3: Authentication algorithm 

- Algorithm B4: Authentication algorithm 

- Algorithm B5:  Message authentication algorithm used for CTS-FP authentication 

- Algorithm B6:  Message authentication algorithm used for signature authentication 

The A5/2 is specified in GSM 03.20 Annex C.  

The external specification of the algorithms B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 is defined below. The internal specification is 

managed by SAGE. 

E.9.1 Algorithm B1 

E.9.1.1 Purpose 

The B1 algorithm is used to generate the ciphering key Kc from the two random challenges CH1 and the authent ication 

key Ka which is derived from Ka. 

Location: CTS-ME, CTS-FPE 
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E.9.1.2 Implementation and operational requirements 

The two input parameters Ka, CH1 and the output parameter Kc of the algorithm shall use the following formats: 

Ka

CH1

Kcx

B1

 

Figure E13: The ciphering key generator B1 

- Input 1: Bit string of length |Ka| = 128 bits; 

- Input 2: Bit string of length |CH1| = 128 bits; 

 

- Output: Bit string of length |Kc| = 64 b its. 

The calculation time of B1 shall not exceed 200 ms.  

E.9.2 Algorithm B2 

E.9.2.1 Purpose 

The algorithm B2 is used to generate: 

- The authentication key Ka;  

- The init ial authentication key. This authentication key generation and usage is part of the initialisation method 

using the CTS Radio Interface.  

Location: CTS-ME, CTS-FPE 

E.9.2.2 Implementation and operational requirements 

The three input parameters FPAC , RIMS , RIFP , and the output parameterKa  of the algorithm shall use the following 

formats: 

FPAC

RIFP

Ka
B2

RIMS

 

Figure E14: The key generation algorithm B2 

- Input 1: Bit string of length |FPAC| respective bit string of length |FPAC| = 128 b it;  

- Input 2: Bit string of length |RIMS| respective bit string of length |RIMS| = 64 bit; 

- Input 3: Bit string of length |RIFP | respective bit string of length |RIFP | = 64 b it; 

 

- Output: Bit string of length |Ka| = 128 bit.  
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The calculation time of the B2 algorithm shall not exceed 250 ms.  

E.9.3 Algorithms B3 and B4 

E.9.3.1 Purpose 

The B3 and B4 algorithms are used to perform the mutual authentication via a challenge-response scheme. 

Location: CTS-ME, CTS-FPE. 

E.9.3.2 Implementation and operational requirements 

The two input parameters Ka and CH1 respective CH2 and the output parameter (X)RES1 respective (X)RES2 of the 

algorithm shall use the following formats: 

Ka

CH1

(X)RES1

B3

Ka

CH2

(X)RES2

B4

 

Figure E15: The response generation by B3 and B4  

- Input 1: Bit string of length |Ka| = 128 bit;  

- Input 2: Bit string of length |CH1| respective bit string of length |CH2| = 128 bit;  

 

- Output: Bit string of length |(X)RESP1| respective bit string of length |(X)RESP2| = 128 bit.  

The calculation time of B3 respective B4 shall not exceed 200ms for one operation. 

E.9.4 Algorithms B5 and B6 

E.9.4.1 Purpose 

The B5 algorithm is used to perform CTS-FP authentication by the CTS-SN. 

The B6 algorithm is used by the CTS-FP to authenticate the signature issued by the CTS-SN. 

Location: CTS-FPE, CTS-SN. 

E.9.4.2 Implementation and operational requirements 

The two input parameters Kop and Data1 respective Data2 and the output parameter MAC1 respective MAC2 of the 

algorithm shall use the following formats: 

Kop

Data1

MAC1

B5

Kop

Data2

MAC2

B6

 

Figure E16: The response generation by B5 and B6  
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- Input 1: Bit string of length |Kop| = 128 b it; 

- Input 2: Bit string of length |Data1| respective bit string of length |Data2| = n octets ; 

 

- Output: Bit string of length |MAC1| respective bit string of length |MAC2| = 64 b it.  

E.10 Coding of the FPAC and CTS-PIN 

The CTS-PIN is a local product key. It is init ialised at manufacturer customisation. 

At CTS-FP reset, the PIN code value returns to initial manufacturer value.. The CTS-PIN can be modified by the user; a 

pre-condition is to enter the old CTS-PIN. When remote MMI is used, attachment is performed on the MS/FP interface.  

The CTS-PIN cannot be de-activated. 

The number of tries is infinite and no blocking mechanism is applied.  

The FPAC is coded in 128 b its. 

The CTS-PIN is entered by the user of the CTS on the CTS-MS respective on the CTS-FP. The CTS-PIN is presented 

as a BCD number of decimal digits (0 - 9), each digit coded in four bits. 

The number of digits of the CTS-PIN is 8. 

The CTS-PIN is copied to the FPAC in order to perform the procedures for checking the CTS -PIN entered by the user. 

As the number of d igits of the CTS-PIN is less than 32, the CTS-ME respective the CTS-FP shall pad the unused digits 

with « F » (hexadecimal presentation of 16) before it is copied to the FPAC.  

E.11 (informative annex): Guidelines for generation of 
random numbers 

Both the CTS-MS and the CTS-FP must on occasions generate « random » numbers as inputs to security algorithms. 

Specifically: 

 the 128-bit  input CH1 to the algorithms B1 and B3 is generated by the CTS -FP;  

 the 128-bit  input CH2 to the algorithms B4  is generated by the CTS-MS; 

 the 64-b it input RIFP  to the algorithm B2 is generated by the CTS-FP;  

 the 64-b it input RIMS to the algorithm B2 is generated by the CTS-MS; 

This section indicates the requirements on the « randomness » of these values. There are essentially two requirements: 

non-repetition (for CH1 to CH2, which are the generated many times) and unpredictability. 

Non-repetition of CH1 and CH2:  The probability that a new value CH1 (or CH2) is the same as any one particular 

previously generated value of CH1 (or CH2) should not be significantly greater than 2
-128

 . It is assumed that the 

number of values of CH1 (or CH2) generated by any CTS-FP will be much less than 2
-128

. 

Unpredictability of CH1 and CH2: It is not necessary for every new CH1 (or CH2) to be « completely random », i.e. 

to be exactly likely to assume any possible value, independent of all prev iously generated values. However, the 

generation must not be easily predictable. Given all prev iously generated values of the CH1 (or CH2), the probability 

that a newly generated CH1 (or CH2) will assume any specific value should not be greater than 2
-32

. 

Unpredictability of RIFP and RIMS: The probability that RIFP  (or RIMS) will assume any specific value should be not 

greater than 2
-32

.  
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